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Abstract

Ontology Management for Universities
Roland Boving
What is the 'knowledge' of a university? It is the sum of all experiences and all contributions of
students and staff. Knowledge ultimately exists, among other things, in the form of theses,
articles, lectures and research reports. The largest knowledge pool of a university is made up,
however, of the knowledge and expertise of every single member of the university. As a result of
the high rate of turnover of people, knowledge and expertise are on the one hand constantly
being lost, but this is replaced by a fresh intake of upcoming young students and lecturers
reflecting the spirit of their time. In contrast to commercial enterprises, the knowledge of a
university is relatively heterogeneous. The knowledge of a university is a living entity moving at
speed and, on account of the many branches of study covered, also forms a part of the current
total knowledge of society.
In order to model the knowledge of a modern university, such as the University of Applied
Sciences Darmstadt, a semantic ontology was constructed in which, in a first step, all
organisational units and people were represented. Furthermore, all publications existing in
electronic form were imported and semantic relations were established with people and
departments. A networked topic area was created in parallel, which reflects the majority of all
relevant topics in the departments. The creation of an h_da specific topic area was achieved by
merging and mapping existing ontologies. By semantic linking of publications and lectures with
topics, the university ultimately has an experts' portal at its disposal. And the question of who
has expert knowledge about specific topics can be answered by a wide range of different
semantic relations.
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1

Introduction and Background
This thesis addresses the following question: how can the knowledge of a

university be organised in a web-based format, interconnected and made such that it
can evaluated? In the course of writing this thesis, a technical solution has been
researched and developed which has now become a part of the IT infrastructure of the
University of Applied Sciences Darmstadt (h_da).

Another important question

addressed in this thesis is how can a multilingual, technological knowledge base be
maintained and adapted for future requirements?

What is the 'knowledge' of a university? It is the sum of all experiences and all
contributions of students and staff Knowledge ultimately exists, among other things,
in the form of theses, articles, lectures and research reports, fhe largest knowledge
pool of a university is made up, however, of the knowledge and expertise of every
single member of the university. As a result of the high rate of turnover of people,
knowledge and expertise are on the one hand constantly being lost, but this is replaced
by a fresh intake of upcoming young students and lecturers reflecting the spirit of their
time. In contrast to commercial enterprises, the knowledge of a university is relatively
heterogeneous. The knowledge of a university is a living entity moving at speed and,
on account of the many branches of study covered, also forms a part of the current
total knowledge of society.

In order to model the knowledge of a modern university, such as the University
of Applied Sciences Darmstadt, a semantic ontology was constructed in which, in a
first step, all organisational units and people were represented. Furthermore, all
publications existing in electronic form were imported and semantic relations were
established with people and departments. A networked topic area was created in
parallel, which reflects the majority of all relevant topics in the departments. The
creation of an h_da specific topic area was achieved by merging and mapping existing
ontologies. By semantic linking of publications and lectures with topics, the university
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ultimately has an experts' portal at its disposal. And the question of who has expert
knowledge about specific topics can be answered by a wide range of different
semantic relations.
Semantic technologies are an important tool for accessing structured
knowledge, connecting the contents of very diverse sources with one another and
allowing them to be evaluated [Berners-Lee et al. 2001]. Knowledge is accessed via a
network of topic terms, which in turn are related to one another. The university
environment represents a particular challenge when it comes to interpreting knowledge
semantically, as it often involves heterogeneous and rapidly expanding topic
landscapes. Therefore this thesis addresses the question of what are the topics which
students and staff members of a university are concerned with and how can structured
data be accessed?

topics

Figure 1: HDa-semantic web - relations between topics and content.

An evaluable topic network of over 100,000 terms is from my perspective the
minimum prerequisite for guaranteeing a differentiated analysis and high-quality
search results. This type of base frame results in a significantly better semantic search
than a pure string search (using Google, for example). However, creating a topic world
7
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covering all the research and teaching areas of a university is a mammoth task if it is
to be developed from scratch.

The ideal way to quickly establish a topic network that meets the needs of both
students and lecturers is to use existing ontologies, such as media wikis, library
hierarchies and scientific ontologies, and to amalgamate them with one another for this
purpose. These ontologies, which have arisen as a result of very different objectives,
constitute the essential knowledge carriers of a university. However, the amalgamation
process enables these original ontologies to remain consistent in themselves while
being expandable. We call the resulting topic network “open ontology'’, as it facilitates
both independent data modelling and a continuous import with automatic linking to
other ontologies. This allows the characteristics and features of the original ontologies
to be maintained.

The actual value of the new topic world is derived from linking the topics to
lectures, projects, books, professional articles, thesis papers and much more. The key
to this creation of value is a web-based semantic search, which can, for example, be
offered directly on the university main page. The clustering of search results by
document and object types ensure clarity. Such a system makes activities and expert
knowledge transparent, to the great advantage of all university members.

The resulting knowledge network allows a variety of different relationships to
be evaluated and can automatically present contextually relevant additional
information. Yet the ability to carry out complex evaluations does not in itself
constitute a user benefit. Presenting requisite additional information raises a host of
further questions and ultimately also affeets usability. Future users will have no
interest in the underlying technical workings of a publication portal. Rather users have
particular expectations of a system, and are primarily concerned with reaching their
desired aim. Providing additional information can help meet these objectives, or else
completely distract from the actual intention. So while it ean be very useful to display
semantically related objects, this carries with it inherent risks that have to be clearly
stated during the realization process. Displaying contextually relevant content is a
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process that can only be implemented step by step, and one that constantly generates
new user experiences.
Evaluation and usability testing of the system must also be seen as an iterative
process, where experience gained from initial tests feeds directly into the improved
version. It is vital to continually include larger user groups in the evaluation process if
the desired quality objectives are to be met. To this end it is important to conduct
regular research based on surveys such as SUMI and WAMMI and to carry out actual
usability tests w'ith video recordings of the test subjects under laboratory conditions.

Ontologies
2.1

Fundamentals
Ontologies are systems for representing knowledge, consisting of concepts and

instances, relations and rules. They are suitable in particular for producing detailed
models of the complex structures within a closely defined knowledge domain,
whereby cooperative ontology engineering also takes into account the general view
shared by a specialised (scientific) community. Following a review of the problems in
defining the term 'ontology', key questions regarding ontology engineering on an inter
ontology and intra-ontology level will be addressed. In addition, examples will be
presented for the merging and mapping of ontologies.

2.2

What are ontologies?
The name ontology covers a new trend in the field of representing and

organising knowledge, which may remind many information scientists of traditional
terminological systems, as exemplified by thesauruses in particular. Ontologies are
also a structured representation of a field of knowledge in the form of terms (usually
concepts but also classes) and their relationship with one another (relations). Unlike in
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thesauruses, however, these relations can be freely defined and in principle the
associative relation is removed and the individual types of association are then made
explicit, in similar way to the approaches already proposed by Schmitz-Esser (1999).
There is therefore a large degree of scope for the representation and managements of
knowledge.

In addition, instances (or individuals) can be directly incorporated into the
ontology as individual examples within a class. In an ontology about hardware,
individual hardware components, such as an flP laser printer, could on the one hand
accordingly be set out as an instance of the class named ‘printer’; in a narrower
definition, however, actual individuals - such as the specific I IP laser printer which is
in my office - could also be stored as an instance of the class HP printer.

o
0

hardware

server

o
o

computer
HP LaserJet 4001
HP._pr inter

t )•

printer

P LaserJet 4002

o

canon laserpr inter

Figure 2: Modelling example: individuals of HP printer

o

Concept

Instantiable concepts: Concepts which may have instances.

Instances
See also chapter 3.1.9 Elements of a knowledge network (page 37pp).
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The ontology designer therefore has various options here, which he should
adapt to the tasks and functions of the ontology. The threshold for the indexing
process is sometimes effectively exceeded here. This is linked to the fact that some
ontologies are designed less to describe external information sources and rather more
to combine all relevant information in order to form a complete knowledge base. In
contrast to thesauruses, ontologies also reach a higher level of complexity as far as
rules and logical conclusions is concerned (VoB, 2004). In order to fully exploit this
potential, special (logic-based) ontology languages and editing programs and tools
(such as ontology editors and inference machines) are being developed.

Current ontology projects are often not able to keep up with this vision of the
complex, highly expressive system of concepts, however. Many of the new ontologies
are limited to the representation of hierarchical relations (in some cases only the
relation between abstractions) and therefore do not go beyond the scope of a
conventional thesaurus, being even less expressive in some cases.

creatures

organism (general)
ce I Is-nondescr ip tor-

micro-organisms
epithelial cel
biological cells

^ ^ animal cell

bacterium

0) cell wall

ch lor op lasts

bacterial cell
blood cells
bacterial cell wall

Figure 3: FIZ-thesaurus' example: detailed view on some biochemical topics.

^ The FIZ Technology thesaurus (http://www.fiz-karlsruhe.de) is a source with very high-quality data, covering the
technical sector in particular
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With the current ontology editors and ontology languages, less complex
terminological systems such as thesauruses and taxonomies can also be added,
meaning that the boundaries between these systems easily become blurred for the
layman. At this point, an uncertainty begins to arise about the definitions and
terminology used in current ontology research which in turn throw the entire field the very aim of which is to impart order to concepts - into a great confusion of ideas.

For example, some of the thesauruses or taxonomies which already exist are
now also described as ontologies (cf Lassila and McGuinness, 2001). Sometimes
ontology is used as a generic term for all other systems for organising concepts, and
sometimes it is presented as a specialised, extended form of thesaurus. In approaches
which use ontology as a generic term for conventional systems of concepts,
distinctions are generally only made non-spccifically between lightweight ontologies
and heavyweight ontologies (Gomez-Perez, Fernandez-Lopez and Corcho, 2004, p.8).
To date there is no clear and generally accepted differentiation with respect to tried
and tested documentation systems, nor also with respect to new and related systems
such as topic maps, folksonomies or relational databases.
fhese ambiguities in the definitions of concepts can in some part be traced
back to a lack of exchange of ideas between different experts and specialists, for
example in the fields of information science and informatics. Whereas systems of
concepts such as thesauruses and classifications have been established for a long time
in the field of information and documentation, the term ontology has become
established independently of this in informatics and fields based on informatics (e.g.
artificial intelligence research, bioinformatics). In the latter case, the name ontology
was borrowed from the philosophical discipline of ontology, the study of being and of
existence. However, the philosophical roots barely play any more of a role in the new
context of informatics and information processing.

VoB (2004) provides a first approach to the agreement between disciplines and
the

common

development

of definitions.

Further

consideration

regarding

standardisation will be necessary in the future, preferably at an interdisciplinary level.
In particular it is fundamentally necessary to decide which model is more suitable.
12
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From the point of view of information science it would certainly be desirable to see
the model of ontology accepted as a new kind of system of concepts - which on
account of its possibilities of complex expression, rules, regulations and instances is
particularly well suited for the detailed representation of narrowly defined subject
areas. However, it would require a radical change in thinking in the current ontology
community, because various existing ontology projects would from then on barely be
able to be regarded as true ontologies. The model which is most often subliminally
implied today, which interprets all systems of concepts, beginning with the simplest
terminologies, as ontologies (while being nevertheless inclined to emphasise the
heavyweight ontologies as the most developed form), encounters problems in terms of
definition and dilutes a well-established classification into information and
documentation. This model definition does appear, however, to have already become
widely established in ontology research.
Unless an agreement is reached on these issues, Gruber's definition will
probably continue to set the tone: 'An ontology is an explicit specification of a
conceptualization' (1993, p.l99). This definition has since repeatedly been edited and
adapted, depending on which tasks and fields of use are primarily assigned to the
ontologies. One example is the use in knowledge management as a context-defining
information base for information extraction or information retrieval systems, in order
to connect heterogeneous data sources within a semantic web, used as a knowledge
base for artificial intelligence systems, etc.
The modified version of Studer, Benjamins and Fensel is also often followed:
'An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptionalisation' (1998,
p.l85). Gomez-Perez, Fernandez-Lopez and Corcho (2004) provide an overview of
the development of the definition. The different focuses in the definitions also result in
different approaches to distinguishing between ontology types. However, to go into
this in detail would take us too far afield. It still remains to establish an undisputed aim
of ontologies: the need to portray knowledge in a structured form and thus to serve the
purpose of knowledge representation and organisation. An ontology should function as
a common knowledge base ('shared conceptualisation'); for people within a knowledge
domain, between computers, or between man and computer.
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2.3 Ontology engineering
The importance of collaborative ontology engineering can be seen, from the
source uncertainty about terminology in ontology research. In ontology engineering, it
is therefore particularly necessary to consider that a consensus is established about a
topic and a common view is actually represented. What makes up this common view,
and how many people can identify with the statements of a speeific ontology, can in
turn vary depending on the kind of ontology. In some cases, for example, it is also
possible that an ontology will comprehensively and consistently include the
collaborative knowledge of an expert community, while at the same time it contradicts
another ontology representing the consensus of a different group. It is therefore
expedient to distinguish between two levels of knowledge organisation using
ontologies: the inter-ontology and the intra-ontology level.
Knowledge organisation and representation on an intra-ontology level therefore
relates to the sets of problems within an individual ontology. This generally involves
preparing the knowledge data in a restricted subject area and converting it into a
structured form. For this purpose, rules are required for the structured composition,
such as agreements regarding how concepts and relations are applied, for example.
These rules should ensure that the knowledge representation is consistent. Such rules
can be formulated generally and can be applied as reusable methodologies for
ontology engineering (see e.g. Corcho, Fernandez-Lopez and Gomez-Perez, 2003).
They can also be specially combined for an individual ontology, however. When
planning an ontology, it is important, for example, to define the domains and reeord
their core statements, to define the intended use of the ontology and to create criteria
for its evaluation (cf e.g. Sure, 2003). In order to be able to actually guarantee
consensus representation at the intra-ontology level, ontology engineering should in
the future be increasingly done on a cooperative basis.

The inter-ontology level, by contrast, relates to the relationships between
different ontologies. The key aspects of the inter-ontology level inelude the methods
of ontology modification and ontology reuse.

14
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This involves adapting existing ontologies for new purposes or incorporating
existing resources into the structure of a new ontology. Techniques of doing this are,
in particular, ontology merging and ontology mapping [Kalfoglou 2003]. However,
there are not only purely technical problems which must be taken into consideration
here; there is also the fundamental question of the extent to which it is worth
combining or merging ontologies, and at which points it is imperative for competing
ontologies to remain simultaneously intact in order to support multiple views of a
domain.

Mapping ontology elements merely by means of lexical methods is
insufficient. There is great potential in the very idea of combining methods in order to
map ontologies. Merging is therefore particularly useful if ontologies are then to be
further linked by means of mapping, fhe individual approaches are very promising
[cf e.g. El Jerroudi, Ziegler 2008; Noy 2009], but far too little consideration is given
to semantic processes (l)roge 2009]. Frequently, only term similarities are searched
for, and many matches are not discovered. Only when schema- and element-based
matching processes are combined can an automated process replace the manual
mapping.

2.3.1 Ontology merging
fhe simplest scenario for reusing ontologies would therefore be to take an
existing ontology as a starting point and to reprocess it to meet new requirements. This
can be done by means of addition, separation or else complete restructuring. An
enhancement to this scenario would be the fusing of two formerly isolated ontologies
to form one ontology: merging. The product of a merging process can also serve in
turn as the basis for further modifications. There are currently various methods and
algorithms

for

merging

ontologies

[see

e.g.

Noy,

Friedmann

et

al.,

(SMART/PROMPT) 2000; Ehrig, de Bruijn et al., 2004], but these require intellectual
supervision and decisions and cannot be fully automated. The merging of competing
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ontologies usually requires compromises with respect to the represented structure.
This is precisely where discussion in a user community could help in making the right
decisions and also support these decisions with a majority consensus.

Although such scenarios of ontology reuse are in demand today, they encounter
various difficulties in implementation. This includes the lack of technical maturity
which currently still exists in the methods for mapping and merging ontologies
[Hitzler et ah, 2006]. However, even at a theoretical level there are still some things to
consider: there is no precise information about how ontologies should be reused and
what must be taken into consideration when integrating foreign ontologies; guidelines
are required to govern how the merging of ontologies should be carried out, when it is
useful to do so, and establishing more precise criteria for the evaluation of mapping
and merging programs. (The Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEf) 2006
applies here, which aims to determine evaluation criteria for matching processes.)

2.3.2 Ontology mapping/matching
In the combination which now follows, either Ontology A is permanently
integrated into Ontology B, or simple links are created between the two ontologies,
with the ontologies themselves remaining unchanged. The first method is described as
'merging', whereas the second method is known as 'mapping'. The term 'matching'
describes the searching of compatible components in multiple ontologies [Predoiu et
al., 2005], [Shvaiko et al. 2008]. According to this method, a third, completely new
ontology is created after the merging process which can replace the previous
ontologies. This method is best used if a more general ontology is to be combined with
a specialist ontology. Mapping, on the other hand, works well if two ontologies of the
same type are to be combined, whose subject areas overlap at least at one point [Ehrig
et al., 2004]. A new, third ontology can also be created with the mapping process. This
happens less commonly, however, and - except for the new links between them - the
two ontologies as a rule remain as they were before being combined. Natanael, Arndt
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(2009) (Semi-Automatic Ontologie Matching), explains the essential terminology as
follows:

•

Matching is the search for correspondences.

•

Correspondence is a relation between objects of different ontologies.

•

Alignment is a set of correspondences between two ontologies. The alignment is
the output of the matching process.

Problems which can occur during the matching process include differences in
formatting and spelling, different meanings, abbreviations, artificial coinages,
synonyms and translations. These lead to correspondences which are not recognised.

fhere are various approaches and methods for matching. These are frequently
based either on the entire ontology schema or only on classes and instances. Hybrid
approaches combine the two methods (Can Kayali (2009). Euzenat and Shvaiko
(2007) divide matching techniques into those which are based on the combination of
individual ontology elements, such as classes, instances and relations, and those which
are based on the combination of entire schemas. The former methods, which operate at
the element level, comprise syntactic methods which are string-based, language-based
or are based on restrictions and methods which access external resources such as upper
ontologies (Mascardi et al., 2009), other matches or resources of a linguistic nature.
An ontology schema or structure is used as the basis for syntactic approaches such as
data analyses and statistical methods and methods based on graphs and taxonomy
structures. Here, too, external resources such as a collection of ontology structures
may be accessed. There is also the semantic level, which is covered by model-based
methods.

El Jerroui et al., (2007) present a semi-automatic method, which helps the user
in the process of interactive ontology mapping and interactive ontology merging. The
main goal was to produce a mapping that tries to approximate the understanding of
what the users consider to be a good match. They started by using linguistic similarity
matches between concepts for initiating the matching process, and then using the

17
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underlying ontological structures and auxiliary information to inform a set of
heuristics for identifying further matches between ontologies. User inputs such as
rejecting or changing mappings are taken into account, so that the plausibility of the
correspondences can be increased. So in summary fully automated matching process
is barely possible.

Shi et al. (2009) go one step further, working with Actively Learning Ontology
Matching by means of User Interaction. At the heart of this is the inclusion of user
activity from large social networks such as Facebook, MySpace and Twitter. The
analysis of the results from the feedback system becomes difficult. New problems and
performiance requirements become important here for the future, such as whether the
negative effects of user mistakes can be reduced.

2.3.3 Cooperative ontology engineering
At the current point in time, it must be assumed that the majority of existing
ontologies have been compiled by development teams. They have therefore also been
developed to a certain degree in a cooperative way. That is nothing new insofar as
collaborative creation of ontologies by a team of experts is absolutely normal in the
field of thesaurus building, for example the World Affairs Online Database .

The demand for consensus-driven representation through the use of ontologies
must still extend beyond the scope of collaborative development by ontology
development teams. The group of people who develop the ontology should be
expanded: not only the developers in the original sense, but also the users of the
ontology and other experts in the domains being represented should be given the
opportunity to review, discuss and possibly even amend the ontology themselves on a
continuous basis.

http://www.fiv-iblk.de/database/online access.htm
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New techniques which explicitly support and promote the collaboration are
necessary for collaborative ontology engineering of this nature, however. To date, the
methodologies for ontology engineering on the one hand do not deal in sufficient
detail with the implementation of the collaborative work and its difficulties individual approaches to this can be found, for example, in Pinto, Staab and Tempich
(2004). On the other hand, there is still a lack of well-engineered tools and platforms
which explicitly support the collaborative development of ontologies. In the field of
ontology editors, the developers K-infmity (Reichenberger, K. 2010), those of
OntoEdit (Sure, Erdmann et al., 2002) and those of the Ontolingua project have so far
primarily dealt with these aspects (www.ksl.stanford.edu/software/ontolinmia/). A
relatively new form of cooperative ontology engineering is being attempted with
ontology Wikis (Weller et al., 2009). The advantage of an ontology Wiki is primarily
that a complex representation of knowledge is created based on the consensus of a
community, and it explicitly enables continuous further development. New insights
can therefore be incorporated in a prompt manner and the ontology is kept up-to-date.
An adequately active community can cope with complex subject areas and come
closer to achieving comprehensive coverage.

2.3.4 Ontology maintenance
The further development and long-term maintenance of ontologies is the next
big challenge: Belhajjame et al., (2010) explored the use of feedback supplied by end
users for annotating, selecting and refining schema mappings in the context of data
spaces. They showed how schema mappings can be incrementally annotated with
metrics that estimate the precision and recall of the results they retrieve based on
feedback supplied by end users. They also presented a method for selecting mappings
for populating an element of the integration schema that respond to user needs. This
method casts the problem of mapping selection as an optimization problem that they
solve using the mesh adaptive direct search algorithm. They also showed how better
quality mappings can be constructed from an initial set of candidate mappings through
refinement by using an evolutionary algorithm. The results of evaluation exercises
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showed the effectiveness of their solution. They demonstrated the pay-as-you-go
aspect of their approach: the more feedback the user supplies, the better the outputs of
mapping annotation, selection and refinement.

Hepp, Martin (2007): Ontology Maintenance: most practically relevant domain
ontologies include some degree of conceptual dynamics, i.e. new conceptual elements
arise, and some old ones become irrelevant. In the products and services domain, for
instance, corporations are continuously inventing new types of goods; and in physics,
scientists may discover new types of particles or relations between them. This type of
change imposes a substantial challenge on building up-to-date domain ontologies.
While most research on ontology evolution has focused on technical solutions for
managing such change that has already materialized in the on\o\ogy formalization, the
order of magnitude of dynamics in real-world domains as the input variable to
ontology engineering has not yet been studied. Hepp (2007) provide (1) a generic
simulation model, based on a colored Petri-net, for measuring the conceptual
dynamics and the resulting domain coverage of ontologies and (II) quantify the
dynamics in three selected areas, i.e. for computer components, pharmaceuticals, and
for methods, recipes, and procedures in the inorganic chemical technology sector.
They show that all three areas undergo a substantial conceptual dynamics and that this
may lead to weak domain coverage in respective ontologies.

See also Ontology Maintenance via Multi-Agents, Rafi et al. (2009), Navacek
et al. (semantic web.oru), Nagy et al. (2010) and Ontology Maintenance Support;
Welty (2004) and Garcia et al. (2009).

2.4 Conclusion
With the growth of the World Wide Web and the use of web applications,
ontologies have not only grown significantly in importance but their scope and
conceptual depth are rapidly taking on dimensions that can no longer be controlled
manually. Mapping, or the combination of different ontologies by means of relations.
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is the current state-of-the-art in creating links through semi-automated processes. It
functions well if very similar ontologies are involved and is significantly more
difficult in the case of multidisciplinary or multilingual ontologies. This also applies to
matching, or searching for compatible components in a number of different ontologies.
Here there are various approaches, such as the hybrid approach, for achieving
satisfactory results. Merging, i.e. the amalgamation of two ontologies, is also highly
sophisticated today. Depending on the objective, this usually results in a new, third
ontology. On the one hand, this method presents an advantage if a more general
ontology is to be combined with a specialist ontology. On the other hand, the newly
created ontology can also develop in its own direction, without jeopardising the
internal consistencies of the original ontologies.

None of the methods can be carried out in a fully automated manner. The
degree of difficulty involved in merging ontologies is largely dependent on the quality
of the original ontologies, fhe data schema must always be analysed before merging
in order to avoid any resulting problems. One major problem is that important and
intrinsically identical terms are either not mapped or even merged with one another
due to linguistic variants or differing designations. When users do not find the
relationships they expect, acceptance and quality suffer. The mapping of semantic
relations with related terms is also still in its infancy. Integrating semantic
relationships will generate the greatest added value for scientific and social networks

Cork lustitule Oi‘ iectmology

m the years ahead.

There is also a large discrepancy, in terms of the quality of the data, between
the requirements placed on scientific ontologies and those used in a social context.
Precise terminological designations are essential for ontologies used by universities,
where the specialist vocabulary must be of sufficiently high quality to ensure that
topics are linked with professional articles. Specialist terms are also continually
created in this case, which only specialists are able to understand and place in their
correct context. Preservation of quality and internal consistency, as well as providing a
sufficient number of relationships to meet user expectations, pose the greatest
challenges in the maintenance of ontologies used for scientific purposes.
5‘A
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Ontologies dedicated to technology and natural sciences are already in use in
many large companies today. The benefits of providing and exchanging information,
in a web-based format independent of location, by means of ontologies are
indisputable. In contrast to the distinct commercial focus and product range of
companies, the range of topics dealt with in universities at the highest level is very
broad. The difficulties of building and maintaining an ontology are disproportionately
greater. Different meanings and interpretations of terms and abbreviations will make
automatic matching more difficult. In the social sciences, too, new words will
certainly evolve over time. The precise language of engineers is confronted by a world
of relatively loose terms. There are as yet no ontologies in the university sector in
Germany which would be sufficiently comprehensive to link all sources of knowledge
in an interdisciplinary manner, in order to provide a real solution for everyday
operation, fhis work will partly be devoted to this issue, and it leads to a further
complex problem that has not yet been tackled, namely: how can a complex
multilingual ontology, for use in a university context, be maintained with respect to its
growth, quality and consistency so that it will meet future needs?
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3. Design of University Ontology Management

3.1 Enabling Technology
The aim is to develop semantic technology that interlinks all relevant content
sources and therefore ensures comprehensive evaluation of inter-relationships and
contents. I’o address the problem statement presented in this thesis the enabling
technology should offer the following features:

a)

Fusion of complex ontologies which may be based on different
data models

b)

Attribute mapping and search functionalities for all object types

c)

Links to external content sources

d)

Unlimited synonym and language variants

e)

Unlimited relationship variants

0

Attribute mapping based on relationship mapping

g)

Graphic modelling

h)

Adequate performance, even with ontologies involving more than
300,000 topics and 5 million instances

i)

Evaluable and compatible with current web services

j)

Ability to reason logically about properties and relations

The software tool k-infinity will be used for this work, as it implements many
of the features outlined above. K-infmity combines its own data model for creating
ontologies with graphical tools and interfaces for a direct web-based presentation of
the results. The import of further ontologies based on RDF and OWL (Rasinger,
Marcel, 2005): is possible. Imports of media wiki and xml-data records are also
possible. One of the strengths of k-infinity is the ability to connect different complex
data structures with each other and make knowledge evaluable. The work in this thesis
will therefore leverage the K-infmity by the development of schemas and high level
scripts for creating ontologies the address the needs of a university.
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3.1.1 K-Infinity
K-Infmity is an information, research and publications platform based on
semantic knowledge networks. It relies on a strict separation between data models that
describe a subject area and the documents containing information about the respective
subject areas [Reichenberger 2010][Orthofer & Wimmer 2006]. As a result of this
separation, the documents can be searched in an unstructured fashion, similar to wellknown conventional full-text searches [Kleinz, Jorg 2009]. In addition, all information
for structured and semantic searches is made available, providing optimized support
for all conceivable search requirements. Once decentralized maintenance and
administration of the index structures and documents has been put in place, existing
functions allow specific and individual requirements to be met in a quick, costeffective manner and without complex and risky reimplementation [Karapiperis &
Apostolou 2006].

3.1.2 Background
The K-Infmity software has been developed to facilitate the creation of
semantic networks by optimising relevant procedures for end-users (www.i-views.de).
Strict care was taken to avoid anything that might potentially overwhelm users. Focus
was placed on the traceability of the conclusions (i.e. the ability to explain them) and
on searches. The software is nevertheless very complex and is not self-explanatory in
certain aspects of its programming.

On the whole, the focus of the development was not on providing the
"expressive power" of OWL or of other tools Altova (2012). In excess of 90% (L
views) of all current applications involving ontologies do not require predicate logic,
reasoning or other features. And yet they prove to be a major obstacle when it comes
to motivating a large number of people to work with a system. The developments in
Web 2.0 and the tagging hype are excellent proof for the fact that "building a semantic
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network" only functions if the complexity of the structure is either hidden from the
user or is presented visually. As soon as end-users who work with semantics come into
play, the usability of expressiveness must always be a priority^. K-Infinity is therefore
the ideal system for representing a university ontology, as complex relationships can
be represented beneath the surface which, if and when required, are presented in a
simple and uncomplicated manner on the surface.

The K-Infinity model is an open model. Whereas 2.5 networks were only able
to represent the semantics of RDFS [Lewis, Daniel J. 20119, [Poole, Ralph 2011] and
a small portion of OWL, 3.1 is capable of a great deal more. By the same token, for
networks created using K-lnfinity there is the option of representing objects which
cannot be expressed using OWL. Extensions are a simple example of this. 3.2
networks have even more options but do not offer a complete OWL ontology. The
functionalities of K-Infmity nevertheless enable the user to cover virtually all OWLbased ontologies currently available in the world.

EADS, Lufthansa, SAP, Deutsche Telekom, Brockhaus. See also: References intelligent-views
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3.1.3 Architecture

Data Sources

Figure 4: K-Infinity server interaction (intelligent views)

K-Infinity server

>

central memory for the knowledge network data

Bridge

>

interface: knowledge network o Web

Admin tool

>

administration / user management / data backup

Knowledge-builder >

Design and modification of the knowledge structure

Job client

>

generic searching and indexing service

Script tool

>

script-based access to knowledge network, e.g. for
batch tasks

Import tool

>

import of data in table form, e.g. for batch tasks
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3.1.4 Backend
K-Infinity consists of server components which implement and control the
collaborative generation of a semantic knowledge network and Web-based aecess to
the information. These components ensure eonsistent and persistent data storage and
ensure the data is up-to-date on connected K-lnfmity elients. The interfaces allow
distributed aceess to the knowledge network with external systems and enable
functions such as semantic searches or the determination of similarities in eontent
between topics and documents. Other features inelude:

•

cooperative access to the knowledge network

•

"hot backup" database included

•

the transaction system of the server in principle allows any number of users to
work together

•

high level of scalability

•

active propagation of changes

3.1.4.1 Knowledge-Builder
The knowledge builder is the core component in the K-Infmity software suite it is used to build and maintain knowledge networks. Knowledge objects are ereated
and modified in knowledge builder. The knowledge builder contains a whole range of
work and application options. The knowledge builder is implemented in Smalltalk and
eonsists of a simple exe file. It therefore does not require any installation and can
instead be copied directly from the installation CD. The knowledge builder tool is a
collaborative

applieation

tool

and

can

be

used

both

synchronously

and

asynchronously. This allows multiple users, spread across different locations, to see
simultaneously and in real time which changes their eolleagues make to the knowledge
network. An integrated ehat system enables all those involved to exchange views
about the modelling decisions.
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Figure 5: Detailed view about the K-Infinity backend tool „Knowledge-Builder“
including a “Graph editor” window.

The knowledge builder supports different search mechanisms for querying the
content of the knowledge network. In addition to the conventional full-text search in
the knowledge objects, a semantic search is also provided which interprets the context
of the words entered and provides the result in the form of objects which have a
semantic relationship to the search request. In addition, a guided search (expert search)
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is offered that exploits the existing terms and relationships and provides a portion of
the knowledge network as the result. These formulated searches can be saved, which is
very useful, in particular for frequently used sub-networks.

Other features include:
•

Object-orientated modelling of knowledge through pre-defmed
relationships, concepts, concrete expressions of concepts, role extensions
and user-defined relations on a semantic basis

•

Collaborative work on the knowledge network at different locations

•

Integrated chat system

•

Intuitive user interface for the maintenance of the knowledge network

•

Various aids for navigation and searching of elements in the knowledge
network

•

Visualisation of the knowledge network

3.1.4.2 Administration Tool
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Check
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Figure 6: Detailed view about admin settings (Knowledgebuilder).

The administration tool provides the administrator with all of the functions
necessary for the technical administration of the knowledge networks.
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3.1.5 Frontend

3.1.5.1 Knowledge Portal
The knowledge portal is the standard Web interface of K-lnfinity. It can work together
with any desired knowledge networks and can be configured flexibly. It is based on the opensource Web application framework STRUTS (http://struts.apache.org/).
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Figure 7: Example of a standard “Knowledge-Portal” with pre-defined context boxes.
This is mainly used to clarify complex issues and relationships in companies.
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3.1.5.2 Net-Navigator
The net navigator is a tool for the visual exploration of the knowledge network.
It is available to the end-user. The knowledge objects themselves, and also their
relationships to one another, are represented graphically. The net navigator uses
colours and shapes, along with a short and concise description, to represent the
knowledge objects in the knowledge network and their relationship to one another. It
supports an exploratory search for knowledge objects, allowing users to search in an
associative manner.

Since it is generally too comprehensive to produce an overview of the entire
knowledge network as a whole, the net navigator in each ease shows only sub-areas of
closely-related knowledge objects. These are referred to as excerpts from the
knowledge network.
«
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Figure 8; Detailed view of the K-Infinity INet-Navigator (Java-Applet).
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By clicking on a knowledge object, this excerpt is dynamically expanded
according to its content-based relationships, and the selected term is placed in the
centre of the excerpt. All knowledge objects which now surround it are also arranged
dynamically. In this simple way, it is possible to navigate through the entire
knowledge network. In order to compare the content of very different terms, each term
can be held in the display area permanently using a pin. If the user wishes to view a
wide range of different excerpts from the knowledge networks at the same time, this is
done by opening multiple net navigator windows.

In addition to the knowledge objects, documents are also displayed in the net
navigator. A direct search - either for knowledge objects or documents - is possible
using the text field. Navigation is possible in several different ways, depending on the
preferences and knowledge of the user:

•

by moving step by step, in which clicking on terms results in their other
content-based relationships being shown in the area displayed.

•

by jumping to a pre-defmed entry point.

•

by entering a search term in the text field for knowledge objects or
documents which are in the knowledge area.

3.1.6

K-Infinity features

3.1.6.1 Import and export function - interfaces
•

As standard, K-Infmity has an LDAP interface, which can be configured
directly by an administrator, without the need for support of i-views.

•

ODBC connection for direct access to data in a relational database.

•

RDFS import and export.

•

Free configuration of any desired XML exports.

•

API for the integration of external systems.
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Figure 9: Detailed view of the RDF-export feature in the K-Infinity KnowledgeBuilder.

3.1.6.2 Data Integration
Data from different databases is often integrated in the knowledge portals that
are semantically supported with K-Infmity. The external source will generally be the
master for the data - there are usually no changes made in K-Infmity. The following
applies only to structured data which is to be converted into correspondingly
networked structures in the knowledge network.

Technically, this integration can be done in a single data transfer, through
periodic comparison or through online access. CSV tables can be used to manually
import data. Comparison of the content of the imported data with the structures in the
knowledge network is done by defining table mappings and can even be carried out in
the backend tool without any programming skills.
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In order to start an automated import at regular intervals, a table import tool is
provided in the K-Infmity environment. Its parameters comprise the table file and the
name assigned for import mapping in the knowledge network. Once activated, the tool
can perform automatic imports. Objects which cannot be imported are documented in
log files, along with errors and inconsistencies.

3.1.6.3 Table Mappings
Table mappings can be used to represent topics and their characteristics in
tables, fhese can thus be imported and exported. The tables are stored in CSV format.
Using the bridge, mappings can also be accessed via http requests, in which case the
tables are exported in XML format.
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Figure 10: K-Infinity KnowledgeBuilder: Details concerning the import/export feature.
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3.1.6.4 Rights System
The K-Infinity rights system is rules-based. The rights system can be used to
formulate positive and negative rights. If a request is put to the system, then it searches
for the relevant right. If a corresponding right is found, the system gives the
corresponding response. If no corresponding right to raise a request is found, the rights
system gives a negative response.
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Figure 11: Detailed view of the rights editor with some possible operations.
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Rights can be granted on a fine-grained level, right down to the level of
characteristics. Rights are formulated generically or explicitly. In this case, generically
means that the targets of the rights are found by means of a structural search, which in
turn means that certain characteristics and relationships to other objects (such as the
user) can be specified to determine the quantity of target objects. In this way, a rolebased rights model can be implemented, for example. When formulating the rights, the
users, the targets and the operations of the rights can be defined. When adopting rights
from other systems, rules-based rights must be reproduced in K-Infmity. Explicit
rights are imported into the K-Infmity knowledge network as data and are regularly
compared like all data.

3.1.6.5 Authentication / User Management
Three types of authentication are supported:
1)

LDAP: Authentication is delivered to an LDAP-compliant directory
server. In this routine, other user data stored in the directory service can
also be compared with the knowledge network.

2)

First-party authentication: Authentication is carried out against a
password managed in the K-Infmity knowledge network.

3)

Third-party authentication: i.e. in a single sign-on solution, the user has
already been authenticated against a different instance. The K-Infinity
authentication is disabled in this case.
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3.1.6.6 Scalability
Efficient memory and index structures allow the construction of knowledge
networks with several millions of nodes and edges (this eorresponds to a data volume
of several gigabytes). Multiple bridges and job clients ean be used for load
distribution. K-lnfmity thus supports a wide range of applieations, from intranet
solutions through to Internet services with a high level of traffic, when the appropriate
hardware is provided.

3.1.6.7 Knowledge Editor Model API (KEM)
KtiM is an acronym for Knowledge Editor Model. The KEM-API is a
programming interface which provides a specialized view of the K-lnfmity knowledge
network model. Each object in the knowledge network is represented by a KEM editor
objeet, which provides certain access methods for accessing the object.
Definition of the KEM-API is not programming language-dependent. KEM is
implemented by a K-lnfmity server component, the KP^M bridge. These functions can
be accessed via a Java API. The standard Web frontend of K-Infmity, the Knowledge
Portal, uses the KEM Java API, together with the open-souree Web application
framework STRUTS, to implement the browser-based interface. Other Java
frameworks such as TAPESTRY or STRING are used in customer projects.

3.1.7 System Requirements
System requirements for clients
i

Platform-independent, as browser-based
Internet Explorer 5.0 or later
Mozilla Firefox 1.0 or later
Java, JavaScript
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System requirements for the server
Platform-independent (HP-UX, AIX, Solaris, Linux,
Windows Server 2000 and 2003 are used in projects).
Realisation of the Web-based interface based on Java servlets and Java
server pages. A Web server is therefore required that supports the Java
servlet API 2.3 or later, which is the case with all common servlet
engines. K-Infmity is delivered with the open source Tomcat servlet
engine as standard.

3.1.8. K-Infinity Knowledge-Management Basics - Properties
of knowledge networks
A knowledge network can be distinguished by several different properties,
making it exceedingly useful for the structuring of information and knowledge.
the principle of object identity
the separation of concept and name
^

the use of types of relationships

r-

the intelligent search

^

the minimum maintenance.

3.I.8.I. The principle of object identity
J'he principle of object identity is based on the idea that e.g. a city like London
appears as the birthplace of various people or as the headquarters of an international
organization in the knowledge base, and is not simply entered as a property of these
people or organizations. In object oriented knowledge modelling, a clear-cut
information object of type "City" would be created, to which the people and
organizations are linked, and all information from various sources in the knowledge
base which are also linked to London accumulate and are accessible at one central
point.
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3.I.8.2. The separation of concept and name
The separation of concept and name is also of fundamental importance.
Through the modelling of general representational knowledge and the consequential
separation of concept and name, lingual variations or synonyms trace back to a single
concept. The indexing and with it the knowledge of text material is thereby
standardized. This standardization makes it possible to find concepts in the text
material again, irrelevant of their formulation.

3.I.8.3. Types of relationships
The modelling of a knowledge network makes use of several types of
relationships between the objects: the sub/superconcept relation, the part/whole
relation and the instance relationship are examples of general relationships; in addition
to this are subject area specific relationships such as e.g. "born in" between people and
cities or "headquarters of between cities and organizations.

company/
university

I h_da

empicr'/ee
location

(J place

C(f

{J city

country

state

^0

\' m
\

•

Boving^ Roland

®) Ireland

^jeographical part/
place of resHdence

'Darmstadt

(y Polska

/ ^ I Hessia
geograplTical part

^ Berlin

Berlin
Figure 12: Representation of different types of relations (Graph Editor).
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Differentiating between different types of relationships not only makes it
possible to extract selective information and concentrate on the aspects that are
currently of interest to the user; it also enables the system to draw its own conclusions.
So, for example, from the information that "steering wheel" is a part "car", and that
"sports car" is a subconcept of "car", it can be concluded that a sports car also has a
steering wheel, without having to enter this relationship for "sports car" separately.

3.1.8.4. Search
The search of a knowledge network with objects, relations and, as the case may
be, attached documents differs significantly from a full-text search, which relies on the
proximity of word pairs (more precisely: word forms) in a text block to imply a
relationship between pairs of concepts, as regards the contents of the text. Ultimately,
this sort of static frequency analysis can only provide information on the associativity
of different concepts; the type of relation remains unclear and can only be guessed at.
A full-text search recognizes only one relation: that word "A" appears together with
word "B". The problem with this is obvious: commonly used idiomatic phrases such as
e.g. "King" and "Customer" appear to be closely related, although this nearness is
solely due to the use of the language, and is not based on a relationship between
elements of the content. On the other hand, objects portraying relations in the content,
such as subconcepts and superconcepts or synonyms, typically do not appear in a
single sentence, and do not exhibit a strong connection to a full-text search. Of course,
the statistical analysis of the full-text search can be applied to very large environments
to increase the chance of detecting synonyms for example, but this also increases the
margin of error.
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3.I.8.5. Maintenance of the knowledge network
The structure of a knowledge network is implicates that the bulk of its objects,
namely those in the higher hierarchical levels, are remain current in the long term, and
only require minimal maintenance. Independent of the number of concepts stored in
the network, a stable skeletal structure is always on hand.

Should changes in meaning occur, particularly on the instance level, they can
be entered into the knowledge network with little effort; for example, with a single
change, George W. Bush can be converted to ex-president and another person entered
as his successor. All documents marked w'ith the keyword "Bush" are from this
moment on to be found via the "ex-president" object in the knowledge network. The
statistical method mentioned above is much more difficult to manage in the case of
such changes. A user of a fulltext search must wait until the name of the new president
appears frequently enough in connection with the concept "president" in the analyzed
text, before his search will result in the correct result. There is no selectivity (see also
chapter 4.1.1 (page 76.pp)).

3.1.9. Elements of a knowledge network
A knowledge network contains several elements, whose interaction are critical
to its efficiency: concepts, instances, relations, attributes and extensions.

3.1.9.1. Concepts
The basic module of a knowledge network are concepts, which offer a keyword
style view of the knowledge to be modelled, and give it a general structure. Typical
concepts

are

"person",

"object",

"event",

"profession",

etc.

The

simplest

interconnection of these concepts delivers a hierarchical arrangement, which assigns
each term a subconcept and a superconcept. At the top of this hierarchy is the root
concept, which doesn't have a superconcept, but only subconcepts. The hierarchical
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structure does not inevitably result in the form of a tree, a single concept can also have
several superconcepts.

oot concept

root concept for normal concepts

o

o

—►

document

kno^ifledge h_da

A
V

navigation
element
^

o

^topic
•

role

o

object
actuator

Figure 13: Detailed view of the top level concept and selected subconcepts.

3.1.9.2. Instances
Concepts demonstrate more of a general nature, and usually represent an entire
class of tangible objects.

o

actuator

(

t

people
(?:

people h_da

Z)

BleimanOj Udo^ Prof. Dr.

dving, Roland

Figure 14: Instances example.
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These tangible objects are created in the knowledge network as instances. For
example, actual individual and distinctive people with names, birthdays, etc.,
accumulate under the concept of "person". If concepts may have instances or not is a
property which can be assigned to them within the knowledge network. Concepts
which may have instances are called instantiable concepts.

3.1.9.3. Attributes
Additionally, attributes can be assigned to concepts, instances and relations,
with which properties of the knowledge network's objects, from synonyms to URL
links can be managed.

3.1.9.4. Relations
The concepts and instances in a knowledge network are connected to each
other via manifold relations, fwo of the fundamental relations have already been
introduced: the "is superconcept of or, as the case may be, "is subconcept of relation
between concepts and the "is instance of relation between concepts and instances.
But, the deeper coverage of a field of knowledge requires further relations, to depict
certain concepts and instances of the knowledge network in proper thematic context.
By using the Knowledgebuilder it is possible to define any kind of relation in a
controlled manner.

A special form of relation is the shortcut relation. Herewith it becomes possible
to "shortcut" several already defined and available consecutive relations in a
knowledge with a single convenient relation. In this way, given an object "A" (e.g. a
concept) which is comiected to another object "B" via several nodes within the
knowledge network, the system can within certain limits draw a direct conclusion
from A to B. Example: In a knowledge network which represents a company's
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distribution channels, "employees" can be responsible for particular "regions", and
these "regions" can in turn contain "countries".

So, when Ms. XY is responsible for South America, the system ean draw the
conclusion that she is also responsible for Brazil, when a shortcut is defined between
"employees" and "countries" to represent the relations "is responsible" between
"employees" and "regions " and "contains" between "regions" and "countries".

h_da person

) iPhone Festivalguide
Figure 15: Example: The shortcut relation “thesis of department*” was carried out automatically
by the system and shortens the relation path “thesis has author” > “department”.

3.1.9.5. Extensions
A further modelling method is the possibility to extend instances with
concepts. This means instances, whose instance relations describe them as the instance
of exaetly one concept, can be connected with other concepts. Extensions can be
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above all used to assign partieular roles or functions to instances. For example, a real
person can be assigned a profession through the use of an extension.

0
O

role

actuator
personal role

\

i
f

employee role

X''

people

O job description

I

o

employees group A

employee

project manager

Figure 16: Extensions example - personal roles.

Technically seen, the extension is a relation between a concept with instances
and an extending concept. In the latter case, the property to be able to extend instances
must be specially assigned. Thus, not only instantiable concepts differ from normal
concepts, but also instance extending concepts.
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3.2 Supporting Ontologies
Some of the issues that this thesis addresses are the questions of what are the
topics which students and staff members of a university are concerned with and how
can relevant structured data be accessed? In the case study presented here, the
university library is a main source of topics. The majority of h_da library books are
tagged, with the tags, in turn, linked via different relations to one another. The quality
of this data varies. On the one hand, it is a database which has grown historically and
awareness of ontologies in 1960 was very different from today. Essentially, modern
literature is tagged and linked in a different way. 38,729 topics, all directly linked to
577,300 books, were added to the h_da ontology by importing h_da library master
data. h_da library topics are not available in translation and do not have synonyms.
Post-processing is necessary to combine language variants and similar topics.

HJ")chemical measuring ...
^Idiffractometry

■ t
apparatus
^^Ichemical analysis devices

+ )chromatographs

+)laboratory scales
^)oil analyzers
+ )PH meters

^^■)moisture content tester

^)optical analysis
^■)spectroscopes

+ ldiffractometer

^flysimeters
_ .
+)gas concentration ...

■^IX ray diffractometer

Figure 17: Detailed view of the h_da topic map. It contains more than 90.000 topics (40.000
translated, 130.000 synonyms)

The FIZ Technology thesaurus (http://www.fiz-karlsruhe.de) is a further source
with very high-quality data, covering the technical sector in particular. Its import
enabled 48,912 topics, directly connected to 3.5 million technical journals, to be
integrated into the h_da knowledge world. The topics are also translated from German
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into English and have details of an additional 130,000 synonyms. Besides hypernym
and hyponym relations the objects are to some extent linked to one another via the
relationship “is related to”. This relation appears 32,000 times. Identical object names
between h_da library topics and FIZ Technology topics appear 6800 times (has related
foreign topic).

Library
ontology

'lO.OOO Topics
10.000 Synonyms
580.000 related books

New
topics
MW 1::

Media*

wdkies

3400 Topics
internally generated content

Scientific
thesaurus
(FIZ-technology)

50.000 Topics
120.000 Synonyms
3.5 Mio. related documents

Figure 18: The ideal way to quickly establish a topic network that meets the needs of both
students and lecturers is to use existing ontologies, such as media wikis, library hierarchies and
scientific ontologies, and to amalgamate them with one another for this purpose.

Apart from these two main sources for topics we will also try to integrate as
many h_da media wikis as possible, of which it is estimated that 60 are available.
Media wikis have the advantage that in addition to the self-compiled topic description,
they reflect the topics which the lectures and tutorials of the university are concerned
with. In an initial trial, the IT-Management wiki was successfully imported from the
Computer Science department with 350 objects. The next candidate is a media wiki
from the Social Science department with approximately 3500 topic definitions.
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3.3 Structured Ontology Merging

3.3.1 Start thinking
The creation of a topics database for a university that will meet all the
requirements of indexing and annotating lectures, journal articles and theses can only
be done, within a reasonable time frame by recourse to already existing data. The
construction of a completely new topics database with several hundred thousand
objects is not practicable, as it would require enormous personnel resources with
experts from all disciplines and exceed time limits. The central question to be
answered then is, “What data is available?’' Possible sources include all structured
datasets, such as ontologies, thesauruses and media-wikis. I'he value of such sources
must be measured not on the basis of the quantity but on the quality of existing
objects. Whether a particular source is appropriate for use as the initial content of a
new topics database can only be determined after a differentiated analysis of the data.
The following questions arise here;

What sources are available?
What object types are present?
What supplemental information is reproduced in the source?
Are different object types linked to one another? If so, how?
What is the quality of the data?
Is the dataset consistent with the subject area?
Is the linking density of mapped topics ample and satisfactory?
What parts of the source are relevant or valuable for the Darmstadt
University ontology?
How were the data generated?
Are the datasets updated regularly? Is it possible to perform updates?

For a large-scale institution of higher education, such as a university, it is not
easy to identify all available data sources. The freedom of research and teaching gives
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far-reaching autonomy to academic departments and professors, which means that
universities have innumerable server and databank projects. For the Hochschule
Darmstadt (h_da) case study, preliminary research has identified two options for the
initial content of its own topics database.

1.

Mediawdkis of the departments

2.

Libraiy 's ontology

Both options represent important knowledge resources, as they contain content
linked with specialist topics, but only the ontology of the library contains specialist
vocabulary from all departments, making it the better choice as a source for generating
the initial content of the new university database. It is, moreover, centrally maintained
and regularly updated, neither of which is true of the media-wikis. The latter, indeed,
contain valuable, self-composed content, the majority of which, however, concerns the
results of short-term projects, fhe high Buctuation of participating students and
lecturers, in turn, means an update cannot be guaranteed, fhe ontology of the
university library, then, is most suitable for use as the primary knowledge source to be
imported into a new, central university ontology.

3.3.2 Library ontology
The datasets of the library ontology are part of the Hessen library system
(HeBIS) and is based on a central union database in Frankfurt am Main with six local
subsystems (at the Universities and Technical Universities in Darmstadt, Frankfurt am
Main, Giessen, Kassel, Marburg, Mainz) equipped with the internationally widespread
software from PICA OCLC.
The Hessen library-system (HeBIS) is the electronic information and service
union of academic libraries in Hessen and parts of the Rhineland Palatinate and is one
of the six regional library unions in Germany. The organisation of HeBIS is integrated
in the university structure of the State of Hessen. The central organisation is at the
Johann Wolfgang Goethe University in Frankfurt am Main along with the UB Johann
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Christian Senckenberg. The organisational unit HeBIS-Verbundzentrale (HeBIS VZ)
includes 'Bibliothekarische Dienste' as library service centre and 'HeBIS Information
Technology' (HeBIS IT) as technical services for the union.

The spectrum of the participating organisations is broad. University and
technical university libraries, institutes and special libraries, state and city libraries
have all joined up with HeBIS in order to carry out their tasks more efficiently by
using a central service. About 27 independent cataloguing libraries/library systems are
active within the union. The HeBIS database ( inch Retro Database) records currently
over 42 million titles and norm data sets. These comprise 16 million titles of all types
of publications with over 26 million records of stocks from all told 567 libraries of all
sizes in the region.

The heart of the HeBIS library ontology is the editorially-maintained keyword
catalogue with standardised vocabulary. HeBIS policies are followed in almost all
German, as well as in Austrian and Swiss, library networks and thus constitute the
most widespread regulatory framework. Above all, this framework forms the basis for
the construction of the keyword authority files (in German, Schlagwortnormdatei, or
SWD). It is the largest German-language database with standardised vocabulary.
Another major benefit of the HeBIS network is its ability to integrate subject indexing
from the German National Library (DNB) as an external service, thus reducing the
subject indexing workload. Verbal subject indexing can only be performed by
specialists within the discipline holding a doctoral degree.

The master data can be imported as xml datasets and contains information on
the PICA format, as well as on books, keywords, authors, publishers and places.
Overview of selected data types imported from the Darmstadt University library,
including object volumes (status as of 14.04.2009)

40,112

Keywords
Authors

305,781

Publishers

196,115

Books

586,669
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13,092

Places

,141,769

XML

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a markup language for the representation
of hierarchically-structured data in textual data format. XML is used for the exchange
of data between computer systems, independent of platform and application, especially
over the Internet. Some examples of XML languages include RSS, XHTML, Scalable
Vector Graphics (SVG), as well as XML-Schema. The names of the structural
elements (XML elements) for an XML application can be chosen freely. An XML
element can contain very different kinds of data and describes primarily text but also
graphics or abstract content. The basic idea behind XML is to separate data from its
representation, so that data can be displayed sometimes as a table, sometimes as a
graphic, whereby both forms of interpretation use the same data base in XML format.

3.3.2.1 PICA library software
In German-speaking countries, OCLC PICA is known for its PICA software
used in central and local library databanks (as OPAC, among others). In Germany, the
software is used in the German National Library (DNB) and the library networks
GBV, HeBIS and SWB. The National Library of Australia, the Inter-Library Loan
System V3 in Great Britain, the French union catalogue SUDOC and the Danish union
catalogue are further partners operated concurrently by OCLC PICA. The standard
operating data format of PICA software is internal Pica+, or its representation PicaS
for cataloguing.
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3.3.2.2 Initial analysis of data on the library holdings of the
University of Darmstadt imported from HeBIS:
The data are in the form of two XML files that comply with a format called
P1CA+ XML. P1CA+ is a relative of P1CA3; the systems are supposedly compatible,
exchanging information without loss of data, whereby the plain PICA presentation is
difficult to read. Further information is available under "kooperative Sacherschliebung
im HeBIS-Verbund" [cooperative subject indexing in HeBIS network]
http://w^w.hebis.de/de/1 publikationen/arbeitsmaterialien/sacherschliessumz/sach inde
x.php and in particular appendices 1 + 2.

I'he file hdm_norm_xml contains the keywords, whereby the following keys in a
delivery message are important for our consideration:
- <tag id="041 A"><sbf id="s"> principal name of keyword
- <tag id="039C"><sbf id="s"> principal name of superkeyword
- <tag id-"041F"><sbf id="s"> equivalent term
- <tag id-"()03@"><sbf id="0"> ID
<tag

id="007Q"><sbf

id="0">

SWD

ID

(Schlagwortnormdatei)

http://www.d-nb.de/standardisierunu/normdateien/swd.htm
It is important to note, here, that the sbf ids can be different for different types of
keyword:
- p person as keyword
- g geographical/ethnographical keyword
- s subject keyword
- k (Korperschaft) organizational keyword
-1 title of publication
- c place

The second file (hdm ttl xml) contains the books.
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3.3.2.3 XML-import example: Keyword „XML“
<delivery-message>
<tag id="003(S)">
<sbf id="0">094457883</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="039C">
<sbf id="s">Auszeichnungssprache</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="039D">
<sbf id="s">XSLT</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="039D">
<sbf id="s">STX</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="041A">
<sbf id="s">XSL</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="041F">
<sbf id="s">Extensible Style Language</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="041F">
<sbf id="s">Extensible Stylesheet Language</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="041S">
<sbf id="s">XML</sbf>
</tag>
</delivery-message>

ID

principal name of superkeyword

principal name of subkeyword

principal name of subkeyword
German synonym

English synonym

English synonym

principal name of keyword

Table 1: This is a greatly abbreviated code segment containing the master data relevant for
importation. Here, for the keyword “XML”. For every keyword, the code begins with <deliverymessage> and contains up to 40 descriptive segments <tag id="keyword description">. Only that
information which will be absolutely necessary later should be extracted here.

‘I*

XML
synonym

xml - extended markup language
xml - extensible markup language

superconcept

Ausze ichnungssprache
hdhere Progra m rn iersprache

subconcept

STX
VoiceXML 2.0
XML 1.0
XML 1.1
XSLT

related topic

Prozessbeschre ibungssprache
XML-Datenb.ank

Figurel9: Frontend detail: imported object with relations.
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3.3.2.4 XML-import example [book]:

Dictionary of XML technologies and

\

the semantic web

h_da topics

Semantic Web
XML (Extensible Markup Language)

author

Gero i menko, V lad i rn ir

year of publication

2004

isbn number

1-85233-768-0

page number

XIII, 248 S.

Figure 20: Frontcnd detail: imported book-object with relations and attributes.

Excerpt from hdm tt xml [greatly abbreviated code segment):

<delivery-message>
<tag id="004A">
<sbfid="0">l-85233-768-0</sbf>
<sbf id="f">Pp. : EUR 53.45</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="009P">
<sbf id="m">V;DE-603;B:DE-17</sbf>
<sbf id="q">application/pdf</sbf>
<sbf id="u">http://scans.hebis.de/HEBCGI/show.pl?11849812_toc.pdf</sbf>
<sbf id="3">lnhaltsverzeichnis</sbf>
<sbfid="A">2</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="010@">
<sbf id="a">eng</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="011(5)">
<sbfid="a">2004</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="021A">
<sbf id="a">Dictionary of XML technologies and the semantic web</sbf>
<sbf id="h">Vladimir Geroimenko</sbf>
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</tag>
<tag id="028A">
<sbf id="9">154497363</sbf>
<sbf id="8">Geroimenko, Vladimir</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="033A">
<sbf id="p">London {[u.a.]</sbf>
<sbf id="n">Springer</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="034D">
<sbf id="a">XIII, 248 S.</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="034l">
<sbf id="a">25 cm</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="036G">
<sbf id="a">Springer professional computing</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="037A">
<sbf id="a">Literaturverz. S. 223 - 248</sbf>
</tag>
<tag ld="041A">
<sbf id="9">089191498</sbf>
<sbf id="8">XML</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="041A/02">
<sbf id="9">105210854</sbf>
<sbf id="8">Semantic Web</sbf>
</tag>
<tag id="044N">
<sbf id="a">Fiber sheet, Dictionary, Hypermedia markup language. Bibliography, Preface</sbf>
</tag>
</delivery-message>

Fig. 21: Abbreviated code segment containing the master data for the book “Dictionary of XML
technologies and the semantic web”
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3.3.2.5 Evaluation of Data from the SWD keyword authority
file (hdm norm xml)
The keywords in the imported xml file are clearly identifiable. All keyword
types have the same structure. In addition to the actual topics, persons, places and
publishers are also represented in the form of keywords. All keywords are related to a
super-keyword and where available to sub-keywords. Furthermore, synonyms are also
mapped for some of the keywords. There are no relationships drawn to books or other
publications. Only the books contain references to keywords. An initial review of the
xml data using a text editor reveals a great deal of redundancy concerning keywords
for places and publishers. For example, the place “New York” appears in more than 20
different and equivalent variations (NY, New York, New York City).

3.3.2.6 Procedure for importing xml master data from the
SWD
The various object types- in cases where they do not already exist - must be
mapped into the new structure of the university ontology. Here, it is important to
ensure that the structure has separate locations for the objects to be imported and
remains open for later updates. That means that persons are not imported into the
named persons index of the university but require, instead, their own personal
nomenclature. The same applies to subjects. Before the data is imported, then, the
entire existing structure must be revised and adapted. Furthermore, attribute fields
must be prepared for all additional master data for books and keywords. In the next
step, the data can be imported. For this volume of data it would be recommendable to
import the object types individually. First, the subject keywords, then persons and so
forth. Not until the final step can books and publications be imported, so that these
object types can then be cross-referenced with keywords which must already be in the
system.
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3.3.3 Modelling approaches

3.3.3.1 Modelling approach “topics”
•

The topics in the library’s SWD are imported as an ontology with all relevant
references and attributes under their own descriptor (librar>' topics) and are
open for further updates from the SWD. The ontology may not be editorially
altered and thus remains self-consistent. Every keyword or topic contains at
least one reference to a book.

•

A complete copy of‘library topics” will be entered under the descriptor “h_da
topics”. The objects contained in “h_da topics” can be modified and
supplemented. Mere, it is also possible to add missing relationships or to define
entirely new types of reference. “h_da topics” is to represent the topics
environment of the university and thus need not conform to the conventions of
the 1 leBIS and the implemented SWD.

Subjects in “h_da topics” have no relationships to books. To access content
from external sources, a relationship between identical objects in “h_da topics’'
and “library topics” must be defined. Automatic mapping should be performed
using a script.

The separation of self-defined topics and imported topics is an absolute
necessity. For this purpose, the abstract descriptor “topic” is defined, for which all
schematic definitions of attributes and relations are laid out, with the exception of
individual records. A further division into “local topics” and “foreign topics” is
performed. These two objects do not contain individual records, but serve only to
structure the object groups. Modelling like this enables the effective definition of
semantic searches at a later date, for example, searching only for topics defined in
individual records.
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O Concepts knowledge h-da
► O actuator
► O cataloge instance

► o documents
► O navigation element
► O objects
► O role

^ OI8BI8
► O foreign topics
► o local topics

Figure 22: Modelling steps for descriptors in the h_da knowledge base > “topics’

-o
^O

foreign topics
® FIZ-topcs
® library topes

► O WIKI
local topics
® new topes
® topics h-da

Figure 23: Modelling steps for descriptors in the h_da knowledge base > “foreign topics”, “local
topics”.

3.3.3.2 Modelling approach “persons”
The representation of persons for the h_da knowledge world must be newly
defined and structured. After importing person data from the SWD keyword files of
HeBIS, 11,000 students and employees as well as all authors of books available to the
university are mapped. This is necessary to enable searches by author, as well as title
and subject. The planned import of some 600.000 books, will generate a similar
volume of authors. It is also important to clearly separate persons internal and external
to the university, e.g. to assign them to different concepts. Firstly, the field containing
external persons can then be omitted from future search parameters, which improves
the system’s performance with this volume of data. Secondly, the notation style of the
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imported persons data files from the university’s LDAP is different from that of
HeBIS. The former includes designations such as titles (e.g. Bleimann, Udo, Prof.
Dr.). Since university faculty may also be authors, a comparison of person’s data files
is necessary, which is complicated by such supplemental information. Automatic
mapping cannot be done here in any case, since the appearance of identical names in
both datasets does not constitute proof of authorship.
^ O actuator
► O organisation or organisational unit

^ 0 person
0 external authors
► © people h_da

Figure 24: Modelling steps for descriptors in the li da knowledge base > “actuator” > “person” >
“people h_da”.

3.3.3.3 Modelling approach “publishers” and “places”
fhe h_da knowledge environment contains neither of these types of object, so
the representation scheme can be mapped out without taking similar object types into
account.

(®

places

^ || publishing company
publisher

i#) Morgan Kaufmann
®

Palo Al^, Ca

GUI bloopers

^

Johnson, Jeff

)
San Francisco, CA

Amsterdam

Figure 25: Modelling structure and relations regarding “publisher” and “places” .
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Only after importing the individual records can it be determined whether the
quality of the data is adequate for further use, such as inclusion in search databases.
Since the information in these files is primarily metadata concerning the available
books, it might be possible not to use them at all, since the h_da knowledge
environment is not intended to be a replica of the library’s. The search of our database
for publishers and places is rather unlikely.

3.3.3.4 Automatic linking of “library topics” with one
another
Through the import of "‘library topics," all imported keyword records are filed
solely under the heading “library topics" and do not yet have any relationship to one
library hierarchy (Mapping for XML file)

^ □

S, ^ P

n

library hierarchy
® 1;
library topics
1. Instances
u ibtcir iLc;:^ of
ui iiuidry

i

I

A 2: Attribute Name (English) Germai
3: Relation is a subtopic of
^$14: Instances of library topics

.

I

.

I

(• File
CAHDa\Bib\hdm norm xml 2008121 S.xml

A 5: Attribute Name (English)

Show

URI:

r

Show

31

< delivery-message >
<t3g>
<hdm-export>
<hdm-export endDate="
<hdm-export startDate:
< delivery-message>

<sbf>
<sbf id='‘..."
<tag>
<tag id="..."
<sbf>

LJ
Add

Remove

Read from data source

XPath expressions:

H

XPath /sbf
XPath /tag[@id=''039C“]
XPath 71 a g [@ i d="041 A” j/s bf

d
J

Add

Edit

Remove

Figure 26: XML-mapping examie - library topics.
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another. The xml files contain the information on subtopics and supertopics in the tag
ids 041A and 039C. The procedure to link topics is as follows: a search is performed
for the relevant supertopics for every topic and links the latter with the relation “is
subtopic of’.

For this, a simple mapping for an xml scheme is defined and the

necessary Xpath expressions appended to the tag ids. Mapping can be initiated
manually and used again to perform updates. After the entire mapping operation has
been completed, all existing sub and super concept relations are laid out and a
comprehensive, analysable topic network is available.

3.3.3.5 Creating a copy of‘iibrary topics”
It is possible with K-infmity to copy entire sections of a network and assign
them to another concept. This option was used to acquire the initial content for “h_da
topics”
cC 4. Bib-Hierachie Imp (Mapping for CSV file)

a

IS

Definition: 4. Bib-Hierachie Im
■^0 1: Instances of h_da topics

3

4. Bib-Hierachie Imp
CSV file I Options ] Log

A

2: Attribute Name (English) German
^ s> 3: Relation is h-da superconcept of

Import file:

C:\Dokumente und Einstellungen\mhc

■^04: Instances of h_da topics

A 5:

She

J

Export file:

Attribute Name (English) Ger
- OptionsEncoding:

| UTF-8

^

Line Separator:

|7 1 St row contains heading

I 3uto detect

F? Cell values are enclosed in quote:

Identify columns

Separator

C by heading

r Tab

(• by position

C Space

a

C Liber Zeichenposition

Columns:

Read from data source

1

Positior

Heading

Field leng

Type

Mappin

1

Bib-thema

Variable

String

2: Attrib

2

ist oberthema von

Variable

String

5: Attrib

____
r~ Edit

Ti

Add column

Figure 27: Import mapping to copy an Ontology.
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from “library topics”. In the first stage, “h_da topies” was an identieal copy of “library
topics”. Only through its merger with further ontologies and thesauruses and the
manual input of new topics will “h_da topics” become a unique knowledge
environment.

3.3.3.6 Scripts to update data
Organizer (WissenHDa @ 141.100.10.1:30009, boeving)
File

Edit

Tools

Admin

Help

^ (1.1^ *• H; Ci □
^ ^ Export/Import

—*

Update Skripte (4 Hits)

SI

Reports
^ ^ FIZ

Name

FIZ-Importe

englische Uberselzungen am Narnen einffjgen
HDa mit Bib verbinden

Idap

HDa mit Wiki verbinden

- Bucher alt

HDa Narnen ubersetzen

CD-Moduldaten

Report

Script I Target folder I Output] Errors] Debug] Combined

Atlantis
Per sonen i mport-tes

Script

IT-Wiki-content
Bucher xml-Import

<Script larigijage="ger">

Zeitschriftentitel

< D e c I a re Va ri a b I e va ri a b I e=" n a m e Att ri b ut e "/>

Bucher Export

< D e cl a re Va ri a b I e va ri a b I e="t ra n s I at i o n "/>

Figure 28: Script example - translation update.

3.3.3.7 Adding further language options
There are two options for adding language variants to objects.

Option 1:

The principal term is German and the record can contain additional
German and English synonyms.
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Option 2:

The principal term is German and English and can additionally contain
more German and English synonyms.

In the first case, the record can be found even if the search is performed using
the English variant. The results will always be given, however, in German. If, in the
future, the h-Da knowledge environment really becomes a bi- or multi-lingual
platform for which users can switch among languages, then it must be ensured that all
records contain not only synonyms in other languages, but that the principal term is
defined in the other languages as well. To achieve this for the topics from FIZTechnik, the following script was defined, which includes the translations in the
principal terms.

3.3.3.7.1 Script for translation of h_da terms
<Script larigijage="ger">
< D e c I a re Va liable va ri a b I e=" n a m e Att ri b ut e "/>
< D e c I a re Va ri able va ri a b I e= "t ra n s I at i o n "/>
< P at h p at h="V$ h d aTh e m a $/i n st a n c e s Q" >
<Each>
< S efVa r 1 a b I e va ri a b I e=" n a m e Att ri b ut e" va I u e=" ./@ N a rn e "/>
< If t e st="va r(n a m e Att ri b ut e)/h a sTra n s I at i o n (e n g)" >
<else>
<Path path="./©'Synonym (englisch)"'>
<Each>
<SetVariable variable="translation" value="valueO"/>
< M 0 d ify Att ri b ut e att ri b ut e= "va r(n a m e Att ri b ut e)" Ian g u a g e=" e n g" va I u e="va r(t ra n s I at i o n) "y
<Eireak/>
</Each>
</Path>
t! I S H .-=■

</lf>
</Each>
</Path>

</Scrlpt>
Figure 29: The shown code segment describes the translation script to import to english
translation of h_da topics.
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3.3.3.7.2 Script for translation of FIZ-Technik terms
< Script langijage="ger">
< D e c. I a re Va ri a b I e va ri a b I e=" n a m e Att ri b ut e "/>
< D e c I a re Va ri a b I e va ri a b I e="t ra n s I at i o n"/ >

< Path p ath="//$fi zThe m a $/inst ance s Q" >
<Each>
< S et Va ri able va ri a b I e=" n a m e Att ri b ut e" va I u e=". /@ N a m e "/>
<lf test="var(nameAttribute)/hasTranslation(eng)">
<else>
<Path path="./@E">
<Each>
< S et Va ri a b I e va ri a b i e="t ra n s I at i o n" va I u e="va I u e Q "/>
< M 0 d ify Att ri b ut e att ri b ut e= "va r(n a m e Att ri b ut e)" I a n g u a g e=" e n g" va I u e= "va r(t ra n s I at i o n)'
<Break/>
</Each>
</Path>
</else>

</lf>
</Each>
</Path>

</Script>

Figure 30: The shown code segment describes the translation script to import to english
translation of FIZ topics.

3.3.3.8 LDAP Mapping for internal persons
The university’s LDAP is a protoeol that manages all personal data and
positions of the employees and students. A mapping of the h_da knowledge
environment using a ‘"named persons” keyword eompares the positions and attributes
of persons at the time of registration with the information in the LDAP; the h_da
knowledge environment is simultaneously updated. A eoncept for an automatie
comparison, for example, once a day for all persons, must still be developed, regarding
how to deal with persons no longer included in the LDAP, i.e. those who have left the
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university. There are other borderline cases that complicate work flow. For example, it
is possible that, after graduating, a student takes a position at the university. This
person loses his or her student account and opens a new account with an employee ID.
Technically, the person appears twice in the system, as former student with a final
thesis and other references and as a new employee. These two object records of the
same individual must, technically, be merged with one another.

ci;’ h_da LDAP Mapping (Mapping for LDAP)

m in
Definition: h da LDAP Mappin

^©
A

1^10 1^, % l^j P ^

I

3

h_da LDAP Mapping

1: Instances of person

(P 3: Extension important role

A

4: Attribute Name (Englis

LDAP

j

Server

% 13: Relation location
^ © 14: Instances of town

A

15: Attribute Name (E

Log

j

ldap.h-cla.de:389

(P 18: Extension important roll

A 19: Attribute Name (Engli
A 2 : Attribute Name (English)
A 5 : Attribute SAM
A 6 : Attribute SID
A? : Attribute Fax
A 8 : Attribute phone number
A 9 : Attribute mobile phone
A 10; Attribute private phone
A 11; Attribute street
A 12: Attribute postal code
A 16: Attribute description
A 17: Attribute profile
A 20: Attribute homepage
A 21: Attribute e-mail

j

Options

j cn=ApacheS ervice,cn=users,dc=h-da,dc=local

User-DN
Password

xxxxxxx

Base DN

j OU=Studenten,OU=Fachbereich A.OU=Fachbereich Ldc=h-da,dc=local

Query
Scope

Base DN and all levels below

Show table.

Attributes
Positior

Attribute

Field leng

Type

Mappings

1

displayName

Variable

String

2: Attribute Name (EnglisI

2

mail

Variable •

String

21: Attribute e-mail

3

sAMAccountName

Variable

String

5: Attribute SAM

4

SID

Variable

String

6: Attribute SID

5

description

Variable

String

4: Attribute Name (EnglisI

Figure 31: Extensions and attributes which are considered by the h-Da LDAP-mapping,
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3.4 Structured ontology mapping
The import of these different data records into the h_da datapool means that a
search can now locate more than 250,000 keywords in the formi of topics, synonyms or
translations. Although the ontologies used have developed in very different ways, and
strongly in content, to some extent they all contain the same topic areas and language
affinities. Each source has its own metadata and specific content.

However, all relations between the ontologies still require the critical judgment
of users. The fact that certain topics can be found several times still remains a major
problem. For example (Fig.32), the term ‘hiianagemenf' appears in all of the three
ontologies already imported and in each instance has its own content or is connected to
other sources.

library

FIZ technology a

X

0

0
management

IT-media wiki

\

0

management

0 \_ .

■^management

Figure 32; The term “management” appears in all of the three original ontologies.
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library

0

FIZ technology gp

IT-media yviki

f
manappmenr

manacGrreny

manai^efr.ent

0

•

0

\

./

management

\^^ew hda-toDic
7T

Figure 33: The solution - besides the independently imported ontologies, the ontologies already
existing will generate a new h_da ontology, which will contain each knowledge object once. All
additional content sources can be accessed via this h_da topic map, without impairing their
structures.

It is vital that all the ontologies are combined to ensure that each search term
can only be found once and that it is also only available once for future identification
when books, professional articles and thesis papers are uploaded electronically. It
must be noted that there will be regular updates from all data sources and it must be
guaranteed that clear object identification remains. If only new topics are added this
will never be a problem. What happens, however, when topics are renamed or
disappear completely from ontologies? There is a big risk that h_da's own topic
content or links will be lost without any trace.

3.4.1 The Solution

The solution -besides the independently imported ontologies, the existing
ontologies will generate a new h_da ontology, which will contain each knowledge
object once. (Fig.34). This h_da topic network links all additional content sources such
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as projects, events, lectures, thesis papers, posters and professional articles of students
and staff members.
File

Edit

Tools

Admin

Help
Instances

management

Subconcepts

M Concepts knowledge h-da

jHa actuator

topics h-da ( 87.641 instances)

i-O documents
—[1] events
1+

English

v

★ A B

C D

r{J] film

managed service providers

“O objects

managed services

fj-Q role

topics
R-Q foreign topics

management architectures
management audit
management blades

-{T] library topics

management by delegation

L--n own topics

F G H

rrianagement (general)

—|T] FIZ-topics
R-D WIKI

E

management by objectives
management concept

—CLI new topics

management consulting

HE'

management control

Figure 34: Concept structure in the k-infinity knowledge builder. Division into foreign topics and
h da's own topics is fundamental to this.

The content and structure of the imported ontologies such as FIZ Technology, the
library' and the media wikis are maintained within the structure of the new h_da
ontology.

They can be continually expanded by regular updates and remain consistent in
themselves. They are summarized in the modified topic structure (Fig.35) under
foreign topics (imported), with the individual topics in the front end not available or
traceable in either the semantic search or in the relation target searches of upload
forms. The actual working plane is defined by the “topics h_da” network, which can
be found under “own topics” in the structure. Any editorial changes in this network do
not need to take account any other structures and the network can develop freely into a
supporting ontology to meet the complex requirements of a university.
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topics

foreign topics

FIZ-topics

own topics

library topics

topics h-da

t
■^Imanagement (general)

|^)management
Jmanagement (general)

Figure 35: Diagram in the graph editor of the knowledge builder. The topics under h_da
topics are linked via the “related foreign topic” relation, in case there are identical objects. The
contents of these objects are evaluable and available via this link.

Staff members and students have the opportunity to assign their documents,
such as professional articles, posters, bachelor and master thesis papers, to specific
topics through upload functions. At the same time it can be assumed that in the initial
period a large number of the required topics will still not be included in the “h_da
topics” and are therefore available for tagging. In this case new topics can be
suggested, which will be linked directly to the documents. These “new topics” can
also be found in the topic hierarchy under “own topics” and must subsequently be
embedded in “h_da topics”. These new topic proposals mean that the new “h_da
topics” will reflect the core knowledge of the university.
The content of foreign topics such as books or technical journal articles can be
accessed via the relation, “related foreign topic”, in case there are identical objects.
The content of “foreign topics” is evaluable and available via this link (Fig. 36).
“Foreign topics” objects are not shown in the layout through the definition of a
shortcut relation, but through their linked content. The search in the corresponding
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web layout for "‘management” would only give one hit, this being the relevant topic
from “h_da topics”. This topic content provides all contents linked directly to this
topic, and all other types of documents, which are given as hits via shortcut relations.

I T topics h-da
(4> FIZ-topics

I

4 (4.5 million
related articles)

^

A

library topics

(577.300 related books)

^Jmanagement (general)
related foreign
topic

related foreign
topic

■f^^Jmanagement (general)

^)management

n

■t/"
^)^esigning Learning Objects...

[o Management - Project

a^^ducation and the Semantic...
a.^ducational Modelling Language...

^^iManagementforschung
^^ISales-Business

A® Management
)Collaborative Content Manipulation

^^Jsozial- Management

^^•jMedien- und Internetmanagement
.»
JEntwicklung von Offline-Fahigkeiten...
)Feasibility study into the

a lldentifying Relevant Fragments...
*

Figure 36: The topics under h_da topics are linked to foreign topics via the “related foreign topic
” relation, in case identical objects exist.

Symbols:
final topics h-da (search result)

HDa-content: scientific articles, etc.
a

additional content: external articles

^

project documentations
books
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3.4.2 Ontology mapping using scripts
3.4.2.1 Automatic link between h_da topics and library
topics
Linking is necessary for the creation of an analysable chain of relations, which
would also list linked books in library topics via a search for h_da topics. The relevant
script is stored in a folder at the backend of k-infmity and consists of the parts
<Function> and <Path>. “Path” defines the path to the individual records of the object
type “library topics”. The function “searchAndLinkToHda” is called up in the code.
The “function” performs a “simple search” for h_da topics and the command “create
relation” examines the relation to “foreign topic” for identical objects. The code within
the script contains the internal names of objects and their relationships. For the output
at the front end, there are language variants in German and English, available through
label keys, which are completely independent from the “internal names”.
<Script language="ger">
<Functiori narne=”searchAnclLinkToHda" arguments="inst,attributes''>
<DeclareVariable variable="hdainst7>
<Path path=''var(attributes)">
<Each>
<SimpleSearch searchName="similarilyNamedHdaTopicsSearch" searchStting="${ /valueStringO}">
<Do>
<SetVariable variable="hdainst" value="topicO"/>
<lf test="var(hdainst)/~$ownToForeign$/targetO[ = var(inst)]/sizeO = 0":=
<CrealeRelalion name="$ownToForeign$" source="var(hdainst)" target="var(inst)"/>
</lf>
</Do>
</SimpleSearch>
</Each>

</Path>
</Function>

<Path path="//'BibliotheksthemenyinstancesO">
<Each>
<Call function="searchAndLinkToHda‘'>
< p a ram et e r>< P at h pat h=". "/> </p a ra rn et e r>
< p a r a rn e t e r>< P at h p a t h=N a m e "/> </p a r a rn e t e r >
</Call>
</Each>
</Path>

</Script>

Figure 37: Script: automatic linking between h_da topics and library topic
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3.4.2.2 Automatic linking of h_da topics and wiki-topics
This link is necessary so that a search for h_da topics also lists linked texts in
the imported media-wikis. The procedure is similar to that described in Chapter
4.3.3.6.

<Script langijage="ger">
< F u nct i 0 n n a rn e=" s e arc hAn dLi n kTo H d a" a rg u rn e nt s=" i n st,att ri b ut e s" >
< D e c I a re Va ri a b I e va ri a b I e=" h d a i n st "/>
< P at h p at h= "va r(att ri but e s)" >
<Each>
<SimpleSearcfi searchNarTie="similarilyNamedHdaTopicsSearch" searchString="${./valueStringO}"
<Do>
< S et Va ri a b I e va ri a b I e=" h d a i n st" va I u e="t o p i c Q "/>
<lf test="var(hdainst)/~$ownToForeign$/targetO[ = var(inst)l/sizeO = 0">
< C re a t e R e I at 10 n n a rn e=" $ o wnTo F o re i g n $" s o u rc e="va r(h d a i n st)" t a rg et="va r(i n st) "/>
</lf>
</Do>
</SitripleSearch>
</Each>
</Path>
</F unction >
<Path path="//'Media Wiki - IT-Management - Ar1iker/instances0">
<Each>
<Call t'unc:tion="searchAndLinkToHda">
< p a ra rn et e r>< P at h pat h=". "/> </p a r a rn et e r>
< p a ra rn et e r> < P at h p at h=N a rn e "/> </p a ra rn et e r>
</Call>
</Each>
</Path>
</Script>

Figure 38: Script: Automatic linking of h_da topics and wiki-topics
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Instance editor: extended markup language

© h_da topics

extended markup language

Ai

Attributes
created

^ X

11/13/2009 22:39

Name (English)

^ X

extended markup language

Synonym (englisch)

^ X

xml - extended markup language

Synonym (englisch)

^ X

CD

English

^

X

□
□

Relations
document

^ X

has related foreign topic

^ X

has related foreign topic

X

has related h-da-topic

^ X

has related h-da-topic

^ X

is h-da subconcept of

^ X

is h-da subconcept of

^ X

is h-da superconcept of

^ X

is h-da superconcept of

>> X

is h-da superconcept of

^ X

is h-da superconcept of

^ X

is h-da superconcept of

^ X

topic of lecture

^ X

Visualisierung von Zusammenhangen - Von der Wissen

Figure 39: Detail view to an separate editor window - this example showes attributes and
relation of the h_da topic “extended markup language”.
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Blill

dP Instance editor: markup language

1

$ h_da topics

markup language

Attributes
created

^ X

modified

^

Name (English)

^ X

markup language

Synonym (englisch)

^

X

markup language

□

Synonym

^

X

Ausze ichnungssprache

□

05/17/2011 10:26

X

Cl

English

▼

X

V

Relations
has related foreign topic

^

X

Ausze ichnungssprache

is h-da subconcept of

^

X

description language

is h-da superconcept of

^

X

extended markup language

is h-da superconcept of

^

X

SGML

is h-da superconcept of

^

X

XHTML

is h-da superconcept of

^

X

XML 1.0

is h-da superconcept of

^

X

XML 1.1

Figure 40: Detail view to an separate editor window - this example showes attributes and relation
of the h_da topic “markup language”.

+ ) markup language

+ ) problem-oriented language

+ < extended markup language

+1

+ 1 XML 1.0

^ ^XSLT

^ ^XML 1.1

VoiceXML 2.0

+ I
STX

Figure 41: Detail view with the K-Infinity Graph-Editor to the semantic neighborhood of the
h_da topic “extended markup language”.
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Instance editor: problem-oriented language

lA,®
I problem-oriented language

® h_cia topics

iA|

Attributes
created

^ X

modified

^ X

11/25/2009 17:19

Name (English)

^ X

problem-oriented language

Synonym (englisch)

^ X

fourth-generation language

□

Synonym (englisch)

^ X

high-level language

□

Synonym (englisch)

^ X

high-level programming language

□

Synonym (englisch)

^ X

problem oriented language

□

Synonym (englisch)

^ X

problem-oriented language

□

Synonym

^ X

prob le mor ientierte Progra m m iersprache

□

Q

English

▼

Relations
has related foreign topic

^ X

Hdhere Progra mm iersprache

has related foreign topic

^ X

problem oriented language

has related h-da-topic

^ X

fourth generation

has related h-da-topic

^ X

parallel languages

has related h-da-topic

^ X

problem-oriented programming

is h-da subconcept of

^ X

programming languages

^ is h-da superconcept of (29)

Figure 42: Detail view to an separate editor window - this example showes attributes and relation
of the h_da topic “problem-oriented language”. This example contains several translation
variants.
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3.5 Summary
What has been presented so far is the creation of the scientifically useful
ontology h_da topics as result of merging existing ontologies. The installation and
modelling of a complex database, including a web service, was also presented. In
addition to h da Topics, an ontology h_da Knowledge World was also created, which,
as well as the entire university structure, also provides a considerable portion of the
content, such as books, articles and theses. The semantic linking of people,
departments, lectures and documents with topics from h_da Topics consequently
allows the university's entire electronic database to be evaluated over a platform.
Employees and students have the possibility themselves of building up the h_da
Knowledge World ontology with content and of linking it with relevant topics using
upload forms which are provided.

4. The h cla Knowledge World - Description and Evaluation

4.1 The h_da Ontolgy
This chapter discusses the development of the h_da knowledge management
system in terms of sources.

4.1.1 Sources and development
By merging and mapping existing ontologies, the University of Applied
Sciences Darmstadt has access to topic network (h_da topics) comprising more than
200,000 terms that thematically link lectures, final papers, professional articles and
internal publications, allowing these to be evaluated.
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In the course of merging the ontologies to form one ontology, which is the
basis of a semantically evaluable database, the references to the linked content of the
original ontologies should not be lost. My approach creates a new combined topic
landscape which nevertheless remains linked to the original ontologies. This topic
landscape will continue to grow, firstly as a result of updates to the original ontologies,
and also as a result of new suggestions of topics for lectures, specialist articles and
theses.

40 000 Topics
10.000 Synonyms

Library
ontology

S80 000 related books

New
topics
3400 Topics
internally generated content

SO 000 Topics
120 000 Synonyms
3 S Mio related docui

Scientific
thesaurus
(FIZ-technoiogy)

h_da topics

Figure 43: Sources of the h_da ontology (h_da topics).

In addition, the entire university structure is stored in semantic objects.
Employees and students are linked to their faculties and publications. The evaluation
of semantic relationships between topics, publications and persons will provide the
university with the opportunity to build an expert database in the future.

Precise terminological designations are essential for ontologies used by
universities, where the specialist vocabulary must be of sufficiently high quality to
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ensure that topics are linked with professional articles, for example. Specialist terms
are also continually created in this case, which only specialists are able to understand
and place in their correct context (VoB 2008). Preservation of quality and internal
consistency, as well as providing a sufficient number of relationships to meet user
expectations, pose the greatest challenges in the maintenance of ontologies used for
scientific purposes.

4.1.2 Independent ontologies

Figure 44: The solution - besides the independently imported ontologies, the existing ontologies will
generate a new h_da ontology, which will contain each knowledge object once. All additional
content sources can be accessed via this h_da topic map, without impairing their structures.
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Comparison of newly proposed
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Figure 45: h_da topics with content sources and future tasks (comparison of newly proposed topics).

4.2 Central Applications of the h_da Ontology
The h_da ontology (h_da Knowledge World) appears in two major university
Web applications and is the fundamental framework for these applications:

■

as a knowledge portal with all types of publications (including videos, short
films and podcasts) as well as theses and lectures by university members. All
media objects are classified according to individuals and topics. Personal
profiles, for example, directly portray the expertise of university staff. Semantic
filter functions can be used to quickly find experts on specific topics in the
selected faculties.
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as a corporate design portal with all the corporate design templates, including
documentation with usage examples for different target groups. This portal also
manages the university's entire photo pool.

4.2.1 Evaluating related topics
Examples of typical relationship chains which can be evaluated in sophisticated
ways. It is possible, for example, to identify all of the experts on a specifie subject in a
particular faculty by evaluating the relationships between the work of those experts.
The linked subject areas are the key to representing context-based content at all levels.

lecturer

department

books

o

published by

has topic
book

Figure 46: The advantage of the h_da ontology is a result of specific relation definitions between
different object types.
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h_da Knowledge-World - All in one system

CD-tcmplatcs

TT

TT

Iccturcs/c-lcarning-modulcs

Figure 47: Interactions examples between content sources and the h_da topic “algebra”.

5.2.2 Essential Structure and Content Elements of the h_da
h_da Knowledge World

Organisational units, especially within the university, namely: faculties,
programmes of study, institutes and departments. This information also comes
from the university's central directory service. It is supplemented by 104
organisations (affiliations) that are referenced via the authors from the media
stock of the library, as well as 196,000 publishing houses and 14,000 journal and
periodical titles. Organisational units have websites and employees. Faculties
operate programmes of study and offer a range of lectures.
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People, especially members of the university. People belong to organisational
units, give lectures and are the authors of publications. The knowledge network
is synchronised with the university's central directory service (approximately
13,000 people) and includes approximately 1,550 people who appear as authors
in the media stock of the library. In addition to members of the university, a
further 210,000 external people are also stored who appear in the Knowledge
World as authors of books in the library.

Topics: these are arranged in term hierarchies, but can be differentiated from
related terms.

All topics can have multiple synonyms as well as multiple

language variants. They are classified according to publications, individuals (i.e.
as experts) and lectures. The topic network currently contains over 200,000
terms and is derived from the following sources:

•

fhesaurus of the Specialist Information Centre for fechnology, for the
fields of electrical

engineering, mechanical engineering, chemistry,

biochemistry and civil engineering, with 48.912 topics and over 120.000
synonyms. All topics have a version in English translation.
•

Subject catalogue of the library network Hebis, with topics for all
faculties:
This includes 38.727 keywords and 60.000 synonyms.

•

Suggestions from authors and lecturers: 167.

Lectures of the University of Darmstadt have been imported for the knowledge
engineering programme of study on a trial basis and can be accessed using the
filter functions in the faculty menu FB Media in the Knowledge World. The 190
lecture items include a complete description of the presentation and are linked in
some cases to topics and always with lecturers. As a result, they also appear in
the corresponding staff profiles and are also available via this entry point.
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■

Publications in diverse forms, including technical papers in professional
journals (186), in books (25), in conference proceedings (28) and in online
media (17). The entries have mainly been added by manually entering the
information in web forms in the h_da Knowledge World, although entire
documents have also been uploaded as PDF fdes in the case of most of the
published items. Moreover, h da Knowledge World also contains 418 theses and
567,333 books from the library’s current stock.

■

Multimedia Files: are available directly in the Web application via streaming
processes. They include short films up to 45 minutes in length, as well as digital
media and interactive media productions. A total of 65 video and podcast
productions are currently offered.

■

Cl) templates: there are 600 document templates and 5,500 logo templates
available for all organisational units.

■

Photo pool: there are currently 30,000 photo items available in 230 photo
albums, and each photo item is assigned to events, topics, people and
organisational units. Semantic filter functions can be used to narrow down
search criteria quickly and easily.

h_da Knowledge World makes

this information available for searches and

provides structured representation of the various faculties, institutes and other
organisational units (departments). It also provides forms for entering publications of
various kinds. A differentiated rights and roles concept controls access to the individual
object types in the Web applications.

4.2.3 h da Knowledge-Portal
The h_da-knowledge world is embedded in the Typo3 Web Application Typo3
of the Darmstadt University and has the following address: www.publikationen.hda.de.
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4.2.3.1 Important features
Meet the requirements of the University the following features were required:

Verified users
Secure upload of articles by specialist authors
Secure upload of theses
Optional display of full documents
Semantic linking with people, subject areas and faculties, among others
v/

Semantic search, expert searches
Overviews of all publication types for faculties
Overview of all publication types for individuals

o

Thesaurus covering the fields of mechanical and plant engineering, materials,
textiles, electrical and electronic engineering, industrial information technology,
operational management and business organization, energy, and other fields
supported by the technology information center, with 48,912 subject areas and
120,000 associated synonyms.

o

Subject heading catalog of the Hebis library network: 38,727 keywords with
60,000 synonyms

o

Suggestions from authors and lecturers

h_da knowledgeworld provides this selection criteria for

searches conducted by

faculties, institutes and other organizational units (departments), and offers a
structured representation of search results. It also provides forms that allow users
themselves to submit a diverse range of publications.
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You are currently logged in as: Bdving, Roland [Log out]

r

Knowledge World - University of Applied Sciences
Darmstadt

Subconcepts

h_da portals
imprint a contact
upload options

Entry points

faculties
organizational units a departments
research groups a institutes

Figure 48: Detailed view of the embedded h_da knowledge-word with entry points.

4.2.3.2 General search
It is of course possible to search manually in the knowledgeworld. The general
search focuses here on “publications”. Organizational units, individuals, videos and
lectures are also called up as search results. I'he search is a combined search. In this
case, this means that a semantic search is also performed in addition to a string seareh.
The result is that the search finds not only publications containing the search string
itself or a synonym of it, but also publications with a relationship to an identical
object.

The seareh can only find what has been made available. Because the eollection of
publications is currently only in the development phase, anticipated hits may not yet
be available. All members of the h_da can make their scientific publications available
themselves using upload forms from h_da knowledgeworld, thus enabling them to
help improve the seareh results.

4.2.3.2.1 Example of a search with one search term
The search term “databases” (Germ.: datenbank) is entered. Related
terms and relationships to identical objects and subject areas are also evaluated
alongside the search string. Search results are displayed in groups as follows: lectures,
theses, professional publications, books, and individuals. Because the general search
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has a ‘^publications view”, authors and editors are only displayed at the end. Topies,
loeations and publishers are not output in the seareh results!

The results within eaeh group are listed alphabetieally. However, they can also be
sorted aceording to “date” (3), “name” (2), or even relevanee (1). The funetion (4) can
be used to remove representation in groups.
[You are currently logged in as: Bbving, Roland [Log out]

database

Search results

(1)

Search term: .database"

(2)

(3)

(4)

sort order; oualitv I name I date ;=

Semantic Search
lectures
Database Design

<

1
■ ■■■

Database Development and Administr ation wito Lotos rjotes Domino

■ ■■■

M Technique of Media Databases

■ ■■■

M Fundarrientals in Information Broking

■ ■■

M Relational Model and SQL

■ ■■

journal title
^. ACM Transactions on C'atabase Systems (TODS)

<

1
■ ■■■

^. ACM Transactions on Database Systems (via EBSCO Flost)

■ ■■■

Ciata-Base for Advances in Information Systems (Formerly: ACM SIGN US Database; SIGBDP Newsletter)

■■■■

^ . Database Magazine (via EBSCO Flost)

■ ■■■

^. Distributed and Parallel Databases

■ ■■■

articles in books
Datenbank-Enb.'Vurf5rrietoioden (1997)

■ ■■

Information Retrieval-Anwendunqen (1995)

■ ■■

congress publications
^ Application to filter semantic searches for toe development of a complex template database at Darmstadt
Universito (2011)
^ AutoiTiated input into databases: OCR and descriptive cataloguinq (1991)
Dynarnische Menus zur Recherche und Orientierung. Konzeption der toematischen Suche tUr den
Infbrmationsservice "VVebSite 'Metoiodik (1998)
^ Fit For toie Future - a Semiautomatic Growing Ontoilogy to Answer University Needs (2011)
books

< 1 /5'

^'Concurrency control and recovery in database systems (1987)
'3'Object oriented databases (1993)
‘^jj^ ca.Relational database (1986)
Acta sanctorum database (2002)
An I®introduction to database systems (2003)

Figure 49: Clustered result list after the search term "database".
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1 he figure below shows a greatly shortened display of the search results. Displaying
the results in groups makes the results clearer. Up to 10 hits are shown directly for
each group. If there are more results, it is possit ^ 1 ys ';ii > “scroll through” the pages.

4.2.3.2.2 Example of a search with two search terms
The search results are restricted. Although “xml” is missing in the title of the
lecture found, this is presented as a 100% match. In the detailed view below, it is clear
that the lecture is linked to the subject area ’’database xml” (Germ.: datenbank + xml)
and as a result clearly meets the search criteria.

You are currently logged in as: Bdving, Roland [Log out]

datenbank xml

Search results
Search term: "datenbank" "xml"

sort order: quality | name | date :=

Semantic Search
lectdies
tj^ Non-Standard-Datenbanken
lOOYo

thesis
Workflow und Softvvare-Interface flir XML-basierten Datenbank-Export-Import, (2002)

100%

hooks
Datenbanken; Qiatenmodelle, Objekte, WWW, XML (2003)
100%

Datenbanken und XML (2002)
100%

Design und Implementierung einer grafischen Benutzeroberflache zur Veryvaltung einer Datenbank fur
^ multimediale medizinische Objekte auf Basis XML-codierter Inhalte (2003)

100%

XML 8 DatenbanI en (2003)
100%

XML und Datenbanken (2003)
100%

Figure 50: Reduced search result after complementary inputs.

4.2.3.2.3 Example of a search with three search terms
The search results are not restricted further by a third search term, but the
relevance of the results changes. The result with the highest match contains all three
search terms.
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[You are currently logged in as; Bdving, Roland [Log out]

datenbank xml erbs

Bill

Search results 9^
sort order: quality | name | date i=

Search term: "datenbank" “xml" “erbs"

Semantic Search
lectiiies
Non-Standard-Datenbanken
thesis

I

Workflow und Software-Interface flir XML-basierten Datenbank-Export-Import. (2002)
hooks
Datenbanken: Datenmodelle, Objekte, WWW, XML (2003)

j
I
!
;

------

inaxiiniiin acconhince
100%

Datenbanken und XML (2002)

*

Design und Implementierung einer grafischen Benutzeroberflache zur Verwaltung einer Datenbank fiJr
multimediale medizinische Objekte auf Basis XML-codierter Inhalte (2003)

^ XML a Datenbanken (2003)
^1^ XML und Datenbanken (2003)

Figure 51: Reduced search result after complementary inputs.

I his also becomes clear only in the detailed view of the book. The semantic
relationship

with the author ‘"Erbs” is taken into account in this case, leading to the

result shown.

C^tenbanSp) Datenmodelle, Objekte, WWW,(^M^

h_da-Thernen

w

Ari'wendungssystern
Datenbank
Datenbankentwurf
Da teribanksyste rn
Datenrnodell
[2 weilett AbichniU'i an:*igen]

Autor/en (Buch)

(^Erbs^einz-Er ich, Prof, Dr.

Erscheinungsjahr

2003

Ausgabe

1. Aufl.

ISBN-Nu runner

3-8007-2721-8

Urnfangsangabe

317 S.

Figure 52: Detailed view of the book with the highest match.
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4.2.3.3 Publication views
An essential point when viewing all types of professional publieations is the
automatic search for relevant, similar content in h_da knowledgeworld. The topics and
keywords associated with a publication are evaluated here. If there are specialist
articles, theses or books relating to one or more topics covered by a publication, these
are presented in separate context boxes on the right-hand side of the document
displayed.

Publications about.the, sam.e

•;ien'ifiL pubh at

topics

Atlantis University - A New Pedagogical
Approach Beyond E-Learning
ino comments

I magazine title

Campus-Wide Information Systems (fruher: M 300 and PC Report; Library Workstation
and PC Report: Librarv Workstation Report, Academe and Library Computing)

I year

2004

I abstract

Atlantis University is an ambitious international project in the area of learning
currently being developed by a group of universities and companies. It cornt»tnes three
different types of learnng and teaching to form a sngle package offered/to students and
people in the workplace alike; face-to-face learning, e-learning and |xd^t-based
learning. The paper gives an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of the
different learning methodologies, and descrties the new Atlantisrapproach. The first
practical solutions Atlantis University has developed, namely ttre Virtual Classroom, EL
learning environment and Project Servic e Center are likeyi^ briefly introduci

publication details
web

n: INC 2004 Conference Proceedings, hrsg. von Stev§ fFurnell und P,
Plymouth 2004, 553-560
http ;//'www.network-research-group.org

I

I topics

Atlantis
blended learning
E-Learning (lectures)
face-to-face- learning
learning platfbr

document topics

-

~

-

Extended Btevfted Learning Irrovativ^ernszenarien for
die Hopf^cfiul

|
'

:
,

Fitfjrfg Extended Blended
nmg and Multi'Dimensional Persorialization
into Learning Management
Systems
Testzeitschrift mit
Volldokument - nur hda
Von ELAT zu Atlantis
Univeisity
Theses about the same
topics
A Course Broker System for
an International Alliance of
Universities
Atlantis University Portal
Between China and Germany
- International Project-Based
Learning
Collaborative Content
Manpulatxjn
Entwicklung von OfFlineFahigkeiten for die Atlantis
University Plattform

Figure 53: Context informations about the same topics.

Publications are displayed with all the attributes and meta-information relevant to the
publie. Internal attributes remain hidden in the web view and can only be read by eertain
rights holders. Authors of specialist articles are able to subsequently add to or amend
the metadata of the publication at any time. New topics can also be allocated in order to
improve links to other doeuments. In the case of authors, an “edit button” automatically
appears at the top left of the publication. A publication can only be “deleted” by
administrators, however. If there is a duplieate entry, for example, add “please delete”
to the title.
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-j^ '1^

scientific publication

Atlantis University - A New Pedagogical
Approach Beyond E-Learning

’edit-button"

Figure 54: Edit option for authors.

If a PDF document has also been added to a specialist article, it will open in the same
online layout if this is permitted by the browser settings. An example of a complete
view of a specialist publication can be seen on the next page.

Fit For the Future - a Semiautomatic Growing Ontology to
Answer University Needs

details
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Figure 55: Detail view on a selected congress publication with related context boxes.
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4.2.3.4 Example of a search for a person:
A search is performed for the person “Erbs”. The first group displayed in the
results concerns the organizational units, followed by supervised theses and then the hits
for professional publications and books. The individuals themselves are displayed at
the end in this search as the main focus of the search is still on publications. Because
there is only one employee with this name, only one person is displayed. All hits are
correctly linked to the university member “Erbs”, even if the string “erbs” is not
contained in any headings. (The list of publications shown in this example is not the
actual complete list). In a search lor “Muller”, mapping of the contributions to
publications is more difficult. It helps here to specify a subject area or a faculty or
school in addition to the name, such as “computer science” for example, in order to
limit the search results to the desired results.

4.2.3.5 Views of personal profiles
A search is performed for the person “raiser”. The results show the
organizational units in the first groups, followed by the hits for specialist publications
and books.
Bill
Search results
Search term: "raiser"

sort order: quality | name | date =

Semantic Search
(lepaitinent
Fachbereich Architektur

publications
^ The greate indoors (2008)
^ Vom Vertrauen in Planer (2009)
^ Wohnkomposition mit Kuchenblock (2008)

books
Einfuhrung in die Pechtssociologie (1985)
^ Gesellschaftsrecht m der Volksrepublik China (1996)

employees
^ Raiser, Hartmut, Prof.

Figure 56: Search result “person’
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Bleimann, Udo, Prof. Dr.
department

Fachbereich Infbrrtiatik
IGDV

roomi

D15, 3.07

phone number-

+49,6151.16-8418

fax

+49.6151.16-8935

e-mail

udo. b le I mann@ih-da, de

Professor
lectures, attended final works, publications

sort order ; quality' | name

inasteitheses
^

Atlantis University' Portal (2007)

t:)

Collaborative Content Manipulation (2007)

•a

Entwicklung von Offline-Fahigkeiten flir die Atlantis Universit/ Plattform (2006)
bocial Software im Unternehmensumfeld (2010)

research reports & posters
Atlantis University - Lehrende und Lernende entwickein gemeinsam Lernirihalte (2007)
■ ■■■

t!]

Infbr mationss icherhe its-Manage rnent Q

•a

rjon-Linear Extended Blended Learning Q

■ ■■■

Security Policy Enforcement foir Collaborative Business Processes in Service Oriented Architecture ()

■ ■■■

Learn Your Own Way - Atlantis iJniversity' Q

congress publications
?!!

t!]

Semantic search scenarios to enhance University' needs - based on a multilingual Next Generation Topic
Map (2010)
Application to filter semantic searches tor thie development of a complex template database at
C'armstadt University. (2011)
Find Your Own Pathi: Pathi Const-uction bfoategy for Atlantis University's Coherence Service (2008)
Fit For the Future - a Semiautomatic Growing Ontology to Answer University Needs (2011)

^

Fligh Level Semantic Networking - Using t'-infinity to Build a MuIti-Ontological Learning Environment
t2010'j

journal articles
13

13
13

<

1 /2Tt >

A Securin' Framework for Online Distance Learning and Training (1998'i

■ ■■■

Analysis of security-relevant semantics ofBPEL in cross-domain defined business processes (2007)

■ ■■■

Approaches for Personalised Knowledge Refieval (2006)

■ ■■■

Atlantis University - A TJew Ped.agogical Approach Beyond E-Learning (2004)

■ ■■■

Figure 57: Personal representation in the h da-Knowledge World with a specific search result of
related publications.

The people themselves are displayed at the end in this search as the main focus of the
search is still on publications. Because there is only one employee with this name, only
one person is displayed. There are two more hits with external authors, however.
External authors relate exclusively to book publications. When there are multiple
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identical names, the desired person must first be selected in order to reach the correct
list of publications. If there is only one person matching the search term, the publication
list is already complete. However, personal profiles sometimes also contain more than
just publications. Click on the desired person to view the corresponding personal
profile.

>

Gloystein, Heide, Prof. Dr.
department

Media

room

F14, 039d

phone number

+49.6151.16-9396

fax

+49.6151.16-9413

e-mail

he ide. g loy s te in^h-da. de

Professorin
lectures^ attended final works, publications

sort order: aualitv 1 name 1 date •==

lectuies

M

Branchenspezifische Recherchen

■ ■■■

Grundlagen der Informationsvermittlunq

■ ■■■

Metliodik der Infer rnationsrecherche
Oualitatsbewertung von Informationsressourcen

■ ■■■

Wetttiewerb fljr Wissens manager

■ ■■■

hcicheloi theses
■a

■a
^

Datenspuren irn digitalen Glashaus - Gefahren flir die Privatsphare
und Mbglichkeiten des Schutzes - (2009)
Einsatz von Weblogs im ZeitLjngsjournalismus (2009)
Online vs, Print - Der schleichende Ruckgang der gedruckten Presse
auf Grand von Internet and Web 2.0 (2009)
Soft-.vare-Disti'ibutiori in der Cornputerspiele-Branche (2009)

1 /2^i >

inastei theses

13

Analyse und Bewertung barrierefreier Internetseiten (2006)
■Analyse und kritische Answer tjng der Schu lungs me thoden flir
natpnh.ankrprhprrhpn in P,ptriphpn(2006'i
Figure 58: This profile also contains a list of lectures and supervised theses (incomplete).

Personal profile “Prof Gloystein’': Example of a view. Besides the metadata from the
h_da people database, this profile also contains a list of lectures and supervised theses
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(incomplete). The metadata related to individuals can only be completed via
http://\\vv\v.h-da.de/hochschule/personal-iobs. User can add publications themselves
using the upload forms in knowledgeworld.

4.2.3.6 Faculty views
The faculty views are in the proper sense also predefined searches with filters
and search options. They are not subpages on the Internet with a fixed content, but
rather all information currently available in the knowledgeworld is gathered and listed
when a subcategory is selected. The lists are categorized according to different criteria
and can be searehed both individually or in combination. This allows users to restriet
the results as required.

department of media

owployees

scientific articles

I final

works

iBl iBlmlte

Show 10 V entries

yKir

authors

publications
Search

Search

2005

Anmerkungen und strategische
Ansatze zur Kommunikation von
M-Payment

Pleil, Thomas, Prof. Dr.

congress publication

a

2005

Public Relations beginnen im
vormedialen Raum. Weblogs als neue
Herausforderung fur das Issues
Management
Weblogs in PR education: A German
case study

Pleil, Thomas, Prof. Dr.

book publication

a

Pleil, Thomas, Prof. Dr.

scientific article
(online)

Community Relations for German
Universities

Pleil, Thomas, Prof. Dr.

journal articles - h-da
publication

LectureLounge - experience education
beyond the borders of the classroom

Steinmetz, Arnd; Prof. Dr.

journal articles - h-da
publication

ie-drch Search

2005
1
1 2005
2004

Figure 59: Selected category (scientific articles) of the Department of Media with different
semantic filter options.

The lists are in most cases presented unsorted. Only in the case of professional articles
and theses are the results initially sorted by the year of publication. For example,
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clicking on a subcategory such as “h_da websites/portals” sorts the view
alphabetically. Clicking again reverses the sorting order.

Category “employees”: The list can be searehed or sorted. Personal profiles can only
draw together references whieh already exist to lectures or publications. If there are
details missing from your profile, you can add these yourself

Category' “professional articles”: The list is sorted according to the latest entries. All
eolumns can be searched and therefore filtered either individually or in eombination.

Category “theses”: Contains authors and supervisors. If there are papers available
which relate to these documents, this is indicated by a PDF symbol. Older theses are
not stored with the complete documents, however. In these cases, only the information
relating to the title and the “individuals involved” is available. Older complete
documents of theses without a blocking notice can sometimes be borrowed in the
faculties.

4.2.4. Active graphical view of existing relationships
The All objects in the knowledgeworld are connected to others by means of
defined relationships. These can be individuals, organizational units, publications or
topics. Together they form a giant network of more than 3.5 million interlinked
objects. In the knowledgeworld, relationship chains are evaluated in the baekground,
sometimes using very eomplex methods. Flowever, it is also possible for all users to
view sub-areas of the h_da knowledge network and even navigate within it. How can
that be done?

Click icon to open the NetNavigator.
Atlantis University - A New Pedagogical
^ Article
Approach Beyond E-Learning
Figure 60: Besides its title/name, each object in the knowledgeworld also has a symbol displayed.
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If you click on this symbol, the h_da Net-Navigator for the knowledgeworld opens in
a separate window. It starts with the object with which you began and also displays its
elosest semantic links. If there are more than 30 further objeets which can be
displayed, a selection menu appears.
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Figure 61: Visualization of the relationships with the Net-Navigator (selection menue).
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4.2.4.1 Controlling the displays
Terms and individuals are displayed with dedicated symbols in the NetNavigator. Clicking on these symbols calls up other individuals, sub-terms, targeted
relationships, etc. Whether or not a node in the Net-Navigator conceals yet more
objects which can be displayed is identified by a

4.2.4.2 Filtering the objects
Clicking” on one of the symbols in the filter criteria removes all related objects
rom view. The objects are not deleted.
Topic filters

A people

click to filter
V h-da topics

Q document

project

^ organization

Figure 63: NetNavigator filter criteria.

4.2.4.3 History function
By clicking on the arrow buttons H and ™ navigation steps can be undone or
repeated.

4.2.4.4 Organizing the objects
With the left mouse button held down, it is possible to temporarily change the
arrangement of the elements by dragging documents and terms; after the mouse button
is released, the network is dynamically reset to its original state. With the rightmouse
button held down, it is possible to position a term freely by dragging a box. It remains
at the position selected until another term is clicked.
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The objects in the Net-Navigator can be temporarily or permanently moved to group
certain elements, for example, or to illustrate a hierarchy.

Instructions: Temporary^ dynamic movement of objects
1) With the left mouse button held down, drag an object in the Net-Navigator to
another location.

2) When the mouse button is released again, the display either reverts dynamically to
its original state or to another “evenly distributed’' state.
Instructions: Free positioning
1) With the right mouse button held down, drag an object in the Net-Navigator to
any position you like.
2) Until you click on an object, the elements stay where they are.
3) Clicking on an object creates a new “evenly distributed” state.

4.2.4.5 Toolbox
Using the right mouse button, a toolbox can be opened for each object in the
Net-Navigator. The following actions are stored in the toolbox:
Icon

+

Action

If the symbol is shown in white, the term has other relationships to other
terms which are currently not shown. If you click on the icon, these are
displayed.
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By clicking on the pin, terms can be “pinned” to the surface of the NetNavigator window; they remain visible even after further navigation
steps. If a pin is set, it is shown at an angle and the term is given a
corresponding symbol. Simply click on the set pin to cancel the
command again.

Ql

X

The window icon opens the term in another Net-Navigator window.

The X-icon closes the toolbox without de-selecting the term.

Example: The pin funetion
With the help of the pin function from the toolbox, objects stay displayed in the NetNavigator, even when the user navigates away. Example: The object “blended
learning” has been pinned.
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Figure 64: The object is fixed.
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Figure 65: h_da-semantic web - showing relations between topics, persons, projects and content.

4.2.5 Instructions for uploading a publication
In addition to the generally accessible search and filter functions described in
chapter 5.2.3.6, after successful registration in the knowledgeworld students at h_da
will have access to information on internal specialist publications and theses, in some
cases with full PDF documents.

In addition, students can also publish their own

specialist publications, videos, podcasts and theses themselves in the h_da
knowledgeworld using an upload function.

Students themselves have the final say about who is to be given read access rights. In
order to be able to upload publications or media files, users must agree to a partial
transfer of usage rights to h_da. This does not restrict repeated publication elsewhere.
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No fee is charged either for employees or students at h_da for access to publications or
media tiles. However, the publication upload feature offers students a high-quality
reference tool which can be cited. Theses appear not only in the personal profiles of
the authors but also in those of the supervising lecturers. In addition, the option to
assign a topic makes it easier to find them in a search and allows related publications
to be displayed. Information of publications made available can also be added to or
amended by the authors subsequently. The same also applies to allocation of read
access rights.

4.2.5.1 Publication upload - specialist articles
Action:

use of the upload form for specialist articles in a journal (this example is

equally valid for all other forms of professional publications). Selected elements are
described below with handling instructions:

Content

I Publication details

Titer
Abstract

File upload (pdf)

search

Find and assign topics

Author (last name)
Editor (optional)
Contact mail-adresses

mail(g)privat.de

upload by

Bbvinq, Roland

Terms of use

0
Abbrechen

Speichern und zur Ansicht

Figure 66: Publication upload - specialist articles, parti.
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PDF upload: Select the required PDF file on your computer. The upload path for the
file will be stored. The file is only uploaded once the upload form is saved.

Assign keywords and/or subject areas: enter a topic which appropriately
characterizes your thesis.
Find and assign topics

Haus

Carry out a
search for
topics

Figure 67: Topic search

Search results: The topic search will result in a list of suggestions which already exist
in the h_da knowledgeworld. dhe search will also look through synonyms and
language variants, which is why a search for the term "Haus” ("home”) also suggests
the German topic

“Finanzplaner” ("financial planner”), as a synonym of

“Haushaltshilfe” ("budget supporf'). Selecting a topic links it directly to your
document!

"

V

X'

select: document has topic

\

Haus
□ Finanzplaner
□ Gebaudefunk
0 Haus
□ Haus des Jahres
□ Hausanlage
□ Hausarbeit
□ Hausaufgabe

<

1

(abbreviated list)

/ 4

select topic

Figure 68: Topic search result.
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Suggest new topics:

tree house

Find and assign topics

SMit lookiiKj foi
inoie topics

architecture
house

<4

Figure 69: Search for a new topic.

Result = no similar matches found, means that the

Dialog box - suggest new' topic:

topic given in your search does not yet exist in the h_da topic network. By clicking on
the blue square button, you can add your new search term as a topic and in this way
link it to your document. This new topic is regarded as a new suggestion. It may be a
synonym or a language variant of a topic which already exists. In this case, your new
suggestion will be re-assigned by administrators. As a result, the link to your
document will not be lost.

select: document has topic

L
tree house

Klick button to suggest a new topic

no matches found
<

/

^

>

select topic
Figure 70: Dialog to suggest a new topic.

Result:

Find and assign topics
architecture
tree house
house

<4
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Figure 71: your newly-suggested topic now “really” exists and can be also be used by other users.

select author
^Duller

j

□ Benz-Muller, Sabine

I

□ Kuchel-Muller, Anna
I □ Mueller^ Andrea (Stud. FBA)
! n Mueller. Eva-Mana t'Stud. FBW)

I
I

□ Muller, Anja (Stud. FBI)
□Muller, Anna (Stud. FBA)
j □Muller, Anna Elisabeth (Stud. FBG)
□ Muller, Annika (Stud. FBGS)

< !l

/

9

select author

I

back

Figure 72: LDAP based author selection.

Authors: Enter your surname in the search field '‘author” (Fig 66). This will start a
search for your name in the database (Fig 72).. If there is more than one person with
your surname, a selection list will appear. Please select your name, paying attention to
the faculty. If there are several authors involved, repeat the process.

Contact details: Enter the email addresses of any other authors. This will be used to
automatically inform them about your upload.
Email contact addresses
of other authors

mail@privat.de

Figure 73: Automatically upload information

Before saving, change to the tab “publication details”
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Publication details
year

B

2010

magazine
vol.
no.
pages

S.

XX -

XX

web
peer reviewed

Terms of use

□
0
save & preview

Figure 74: Reduced detail view > publication details.

Go through this second part of the upload form step by step and then finish your entry
by clicking on the button “save and submit for viewing”.

Assigning to a journal: enter a distinctive search term for the journal sought (e.g.
ACM). The results will appear in the form of a selection list of all professional journal
titles which can be accessed via h_da Library.
Assigning to a Journal

ACM

Figure 75: Magazine title search.

Assigning to a journal > Results: You will be shown a results page with up to 20
hits. If there are more than 20 hits, you will need to scroll through the pages. Select the
appropriate journal title and complete the process by pressing the button “Select
journal article and continue”.
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'select magazine title’
select magazine title

create magazine titel

ACM
□ ACM Communications in Computer Algebra (ACM CCA)
(formerly: ACM SIGSAM Bulletin)
□ ACM Computing Surveys (CSUR)
□ ACM Computing Surveys (via EBSCO Host)
□ ACM Journal of Computer Documentation (JCD)
□ ACM Journal on Emerging Technologies in Computing
Systems (JETC)
□ ACM SIGBED Review
□ ACM SIGBIO Newsletter : Biomedical Computing
□ ACM SIGCAPH Computers and the Physically
Handicapped
□ ACM SIGCAS Computers and Society
□ ACM SIGCHI Bulletin: A Supplement to Interactions
□ ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review
(CCR)
<

1

/ S

>

select magazine title

Figure 76: Result overview - magazine titles “ACM” (reduced content).

Creating a new journal title: if you cannot find the correct Journal title, it is also
possible to create a new one. However, this option is intended only for exceptional
cases. In this case, you must assign your “new suggestion” to a suitable category. It
may be a different spelling of a journal title which already exists. In this case, your
new suggestion will be re-assigned by administrators. As a result, the link to your
document will not be lost.

Finishing the upload: Upload is conditional on agreement with the user terms. The
person performing the upload must also be one of the authors. If these conditions are
met, the button “Save and submit for viewing” becomes active. Your publication is
then immediately available in the knowledgeworld. If it is necessary to make any
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changes, you can return to the form mode by pressing the “edit button” to the left of
the title of the document.
upload of

Boving, Roland

Consent in accordance
0
with the terms and conditions
submit for viewing

Figure 78: Finishing upload

4.2.6 Context Box - Experts
A simple way of finding out who is working on what at a university is to
evaluate the relationships between publications and authors. The fact that all
publications are attributed to topics makes it possible to determine “specialist topics”
for each author. This assumption presupposes that authors do in fact have an
understanding of the topics dealt with in their publication; this is not always the case.
Where a publication has more than one author, the extent of the contribution made by
each individual involved is often unclear. This can also be the case with final
dissertations. It is safe to assume that a supervising professor of such a paper would
have an understanding of all aspeets of the work, and in most cases this is also likely
to be true of the second academic referee. However, there is a slight gray area here
between “true expert knowledge” and “topic-related knowledge”, and this lack of
definition is sure to be expressed in the search results.
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User; Bbving, Roland

o

Synonym

Experts: supervising professor

audiovisuelles System

^ Eisner, Hubert, Prof,

y'

audiovisuelles Medium

K Jakob, ueribert. Prof

V

Kruse, Rolf, Prof

^

Sbller-Eckert, Claudia, Prof

^

Synonym (engllsch)

audio-visual systems

has supetconcppt

Syste rn-Nichtdeskr iptor-

related topic

Synchron isation (F i I rntechn ik)
technische Darstellung

related publications

*

Experts: student author

Ambient interaction in an audiovisual environment
Audiovisuelle F'P-Arbeit fur die Hochschule D.3rmstadt

Bi Dorns, Andreas (Stud, FBMD)

V

Heinz, Christine, Kramer, Pia

V

^ Meyer, Lukas (Stud, FBMN)
Werndl, Florian (Stud, FBMD) V

Figure 79: Detailed view of the concept of audio-visual system with related expert-boxes on the
right side.

Displaying references to experts that are contextually relevant also raises the question
of whether one should differentiate between different types of expert, such as
“supervising professor" and “student author". If search results were to be ranked
according to experts' frequency of association with a particular topic, then the
professors would always come out on top. Given that in most eases student authors
usually leave the university after handing in their thesis, this would be a justifiable
approach to take. Amongst listed groups of experts, priority for display is always
given to those persons that are actually available to be contacted at the university.

4.2.7 The h_da Corporate Design Portal
The IT departments of larger companies are typically entrusted with the task of
providing staff with access to templates in the form of documents, graphics and
InDesign modules. A key aspect of such assignments is quality control, in order to
ensure that all employees use the most up - to - date template versions (Kiesel 2006).
An additional aspect is the simple accessibility of the template components in
question. This seemingly easy task quickly becomes increasingly difficult as the
degree

of

freedom

concerning

color

department - specific logos, is increased.
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4.2.7.1 In search of a solution to exacting requirements
Darmstadt University’s corporate design allows all departments and faculties to
use an individual logo. These logo versions are available in 11 different colors and are
offered in the file formats indd, png, jpg, gif, tiff, eps, wmf, bmp for the various
applications. Due to the abundance of color variations and file formats, the employees
theoretically have access to nearly 3,500 logos for use in their publications. As there
are also templates for various print products, a solution aimed at quickly finding the
appropriate templates was urgently needed. An additional requirement in providing
these templates involved the implementation of an authorization concept to encompass
all security aspects, so that only those templates would be offered to users who hold
the authorization to use them. Furthermore, a text describing how individual template
components are to be used must be offered to experts at various levels.

In addition to searching and finding templates, additional requirements were to
be dealt with concerning specific issues: Which templates were used to create the
resulting print media? Which photos have already been used? Are there further print
media covering the same topic?

A file system was seen as an inadequate means to implement these
requirements. It would also be impractical to make use of Typo3, the central university
CMS, due to the complexity of the searches. This led to the choice of k - infinity, a
specialist software for semantic networks. It has already been used for the publication
databases within Darmstadt University.

4.2.7.2 Semantic technologies at Darmstadt University
Semantic technologies are an important tool for developing structured
knowledge, for linking all types of content sources and making them available for
evaluation. Knowledge is thereby developed through a network of topical terms,
which, in themselves, are interrelated. The academic environment poses a special
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challenge for semantic knowledge development as its topic environments are often
heterogenic and expand rapidly. The essential question is: Which topics are the focus
of students and university staff and how can access to the required data be provided in
a structured manner?

Darmstadt University has access to topic network comprising more than
200,000 terms that thematically link lectures, final papers, professional articles and
internal publications, allowing these to be evaluated. In addition, the entire university
structure is stored in semantic objects. Employees and students are linked to their
faculties and publications. The evaluation of semantic relationships between topics,
publications and persons will provide the university with the opportunity to build an
expert database in the future.
An integrative solution, incorporating the existing publication database, was
considered the most practical method of providing a centralized source for templates,
since use could be made of both the existing semantic technology and the linked
person database.

Cd-leniplate

^

format

template

department

o

indd
doc
dot
xls
ppt
pdf
jpg
eps
tiff

git
bmp
wmf
Figure 80: Semantic relations used in the corporate design template context.

4.2.7.3 Implementation
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Access to the templates was realized via an independent web portal since the
user interface and the authorization concept imposed requirements that differed
substantially from the existing publication portal. The original data from the file
system had to be resolved entirely into semantic objects as it would otherwise not have
been possible to carry out the filtered searches that enable an evaluation of that data. In
addition to the publications formats, both colours and file formats were stored as
independent semantic objects. Specific organization templates are linked with the
organizational units and are thus accessible to their members only. It was nevertheless
considered desirable that all university staff be able to see previews of all templates of
the other departments. Even if no direct download is permitted here, a glance over the
horizon and a constructive exchange of ideas is promoted by providing contact details
for the person responsible.

(

) Logos

\
{

) complete logo
Department of...

use of the complete logos

^ ^scription of the
indd

(

• Student Service Centre

X

'

complete logo Dep>of Architecture INDD

1^0 preview

X

6

complete logo Dep. ...

) ^plication area

png

Q

file format

6

colour

violet 2197

office

Figure 81: View of the backend with object relationships and object types of the template portal.
File formats, colors, and application areas are stored as individual object types and can be
semantically evaluated via their relationships to the template object.
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h da

Corporate Design Portal

HOCHSCHULE DARMSTADT
UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES

Boving, Roland
User profile: Show
CD Levels

Quickfilter-> Basic elements (Colors, Fonts, Logos)

Log out
Working mode
CD elements view
0 downloadable
Documents

O All

Departments

Types

Career Center
^
Controlling
Department of Architecture
Department of Chemistry anc
Department of Civil Engineer
Department of Media
v

All
Color list
Fonts
Grid
h_da fonts
Logos

Colors

■ green_8079
grey_7111
jellow_1051
orange_2081
orange_9901
red_5005

File types

git
indd
ipg
Irw-tit
otf
v png
a

A

_
V

( Start]

Downloadable documents

Start & Introduction

start & Introduction
3
3
3
3

Templates by type
Templates by department
Exarriples ffinal copies)
Info

Imprint S contact
I 3 Photos

Figure 82: View of the web portal for corporate design templates of Darmstadt University, After
logging in, users are offered only those templates relevant to them. All proposed search options
are built on a semantic foundation. The CD-Portal has the following address:

w w vv.cd.h-da.de

h_da

Corporate Design Portal

HOCHSCHULE DARMSTADT
UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES

Quickfilter-> Communication medium (Templates)
Boving, Roland
User profile: Show
CDLevelS (Mitarbeiter)

Quicktiller-> Basic elements (Colors, Fonts, Logos)

Log out
Working mode
CD elements view
0 downloadable
Documents

O All

Downloadable documents
E
3
3
3

start S Introduction
Templates by type
Templates by department
Examples (final copies)
Info

Imprint & contact
E Photos

Departments

Colors

Career Center
Controlling
Department of Architecture

jellow_1051
orange_2081
orange 9901
red_5005
violet 2197

Department of Civil Engineer
Department of Media

File types

A Alle
eps

A

jpg
Izvwtit
png

V
[start]

Search results
Search term:

Semantic Search
Screenlogo Web Department of Chemistry GIF violet (8108)
- Screenlogo Web Department of Chemistry GIF violet (8108) [englisch

Figure 83: Use of a quick filter for logos with aim of finding all available templates in the color
violett_8l08. The result displays a list of logo variants in the corresponding color and many
different file formats. Setting the filter to a file type will further limit the resulting set.
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Screenlogo

Screenlogo Web Dep. of Chemistry and Biotechnology
gif blue (1169)
template for organizational unit

Deparfment of Chemistry and Biotechnology

file format

gif

colour

blue_1169

type of use

web

logo template

S L_tb c u b_b 1169_72 d p i g if

description of the screen logos

(expandable content box)

use of screen logos

(expandable content box)

logo preview

h_da
H0CH5CHULE DARMSTADT
UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES

fbcub
FACHBEREICH CHEMIE- UND
BIOTECHNOLOGIE

Figure 84: Detailed view of a template with a preview and the option for a file download.
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faculties

Department of Chemistry and Biotechnology
Employees

Communication medium | Basic elements

i

Photo alburrs

Show 10 V entries
Category

Department

Tem|itate

search

search

searc

complete logo office

Complete logo office - Department of Chemistry PNG green
(8079) [english]

Department of
Chemistry and
Biotechnology

complete logo office

Complete logo h_da (general) JPG green (8079)

complete logo office

Complete logo office - Department of Chemistry PNG
orange (2081)

Department of
ChemistJ'y and
Biotechnology

complete logo office

Complete logo office - Department of Chemistry PNG blue
(1169)

Department of
Chemistry and
Biotechnology

complete logo office

Complete logo office
(1051)

Department of
Chemistry and
Biotechnology

complete logo office

Complete logo office - Department of Chemistry JPG violet
(8108)

Department of
Chemistry and
Biotechnology

complete logo office

Complete logo office - Department of Chemistry PNG green
(2048)

Department of
Chemistry and
Biotechnology

complete logo office

Complete logo office - Department of Chemistry ie PNG green Department of
(2048) [englisch]
Chemistry and
Biotechnology

complete logo office

Complete logo office - Department of Chemistry JPG yellow

complete logo office

Complete logo office - Department of Chemistry lie JPG red
(5005)

Department of Chemistry JPG yellow

I

Department of
Chemisfry and
Biotechnology

Showing 91 to 100 of 457 entries

IgalBaggloT^

imltglBBaM

Figure 85: Searching hierarchy levels. The templates are categorized by communication media
(actual templates) and base elements (logo etc.). The specific templates are displayed in a long
alphabetical list that is colour coded and searchable.
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Figure 86: Reducing the solution set. Entering short descriptions of the desired template will
reduce the resulting set.
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Figure 87: Reducing the solution set. Entering short descriptions of the desired album will reduce
the resulting set
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Inauguration h da presidium 2010

Date: July 9, 2010 12:00:00 AM
Represented people: Murphy, Brendan J., Dt.
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Figure 88: Integrated university picture database with more than 40,000 photo objects.
The high resolution photos are available for ordering via a shop system. Persons and events are in
many cases semantically linked and can be evaluated using search criteria.
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Figure 89: Backend view on different objects and semantic interactions regarding the integrated
photo pool.
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5. Evaluation of the h_da Knowledge World
5.1 Fundamentals
There are several possible methods of evaluating a software application such as
'‘knowledgeworld”, each with a different focus. In order to be able to comprehensively
assess the product suitability of a software application, it is useful to perform an
analysis that uses various different methods. The following methods are available:

1. Usability Test
In a usability test, representative users work on typical website tasks, under the
guidance of a usability expert, to identify problems and positive aspects of the site.

2. Remote Usability Test
The remote usability test is similar to a normal usability test, but the test leader and the
test subject are physically separated and interact via the Internet.

3. Expert Analysis
In the expert evaluation method, experts attempt to put themselves in the position of
the user in order to discover potential usability problems. They employ a variety of
different standardized procedures and guidelines.

4. Survey (questionnaire)
Written surveys enable a larger number of users to be reached than other methods.
They are used to obtain information about the users or about their opinions and
experiences in relation to particular products.

5. Web Analytics
fhe web analytics method records user on a website to get a first impression of the
visitors and their interests. This allows potential weak points in a website to be
discovered and long-term success to be reviewed.
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As a general rule, different evaluation methods yield different information. It is
therefore best to use a combination of methods. Usability tests in particular provide
more information in direct comparison with predictive methods, but they require more
effort and expense. Descriptive methods prove to be appropriate for a purely
summative evaluation. On the other hand, evaluation models with a practical user
value should not consist solely of descriptive methods. In addition to traditional
ergonomic assessment, affective and motivational aspects are now also increasingly
being introduced into software evaluation (Niegemann et. ah, 2008).

A usability test that includes analysis of the test subjects’ eyes is planned for
“Knowledgeworld” in the usability lab in the university’s media department. Specific
tasks will be predefined for this to ensure that it remains possible to draw a proper
comparison despite the wealth of interactive possibilities, fhe application has been
used before as a visual aid to accompany a lecture with exercises on information
technologies. The feedback provided by students meant that ambiguous interactions
could be changed before the evaluation, fhe evaluation was then performed using a
part-standardized questionnaire based on SUMl. In the field of software applications,
it is common to conduct surveys using questionnaires. There is a range of standardized
questionnaires available for this purpose.

5.1.1 General aspects of a survey
With a written survey, the users fill out a ready-made questionnaire. The
responses are supposed to yield information about the users or about their opinions
and experiences in relation to particular products. They can also be used to test the
reactions of users even before the product has been released. Empirically supported,
standardized questionnaires allow evaluation and comparison both of prototypes in the
preparation phase and of websites that are already up and running. Written surveys
enable a larger number of users to be reached than other methods (e.g. interviews).
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Written surveys can be carried out as a stand-alone method or in combination
with other methods. They can be used to supplement usability tests, for example, or as
the basis for creating personas or use cases.

When?

Surveying of user attributes, evaluation of prototypes, and final
assessment at the end of development.

Who?

Usability specialist and actual or potential users of the product.

Where? The questionnaire is usually filled out online. It is also possible to do it
during a usability test, for example in a usability lab.
Tools?

Online questionnaire tools and for the evaluation of statistics
applications or spreadsheets.

A quesiiormaire is understood to be a collection of written questions or statements
in the form of so-called “items” (statistical variables). The items in a questionnaire are
used to collect opinions about a software system. Most common evaluation
questionnaires comprise several subscales which contain items for evaluating specific
aspects of a piece of software, such as “suitability for the task” or “learnability”.
Questionnaires can differ in the extent to which they are standardized. In fully
standardized questionnaires, the formulation of the items, the order in which items
appear, and the answer format are fixed. The standardized registration of responses is by
means of so-called assessment or rating scales, which enable the items to be assigned a
numerical value [Bortz & Dorring 2002]. T he formulation of items and the order in which
items appear are also fixed in part-standardized questionnaires. However, the answer
formats (also) include the option for respondents to formulate answers in their own
words. Respondents are often given the opportunity, at the end of a subscale on a
questionnaire or in connection with a relevant item, to write comments about the software
evaluated in free text [Hamburg et al. 2003].

As a general rule, questionnaires are used to provide a summative evaluation of an
interactive system, and the evaluation objectives can differ here. Questionnaires are
particularly suitable if a large number of test subjects are to be used [Hegner 2003]. They
are often used to gather quantitative statements from users. The respondents provide
----------------------------------------------------
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subjective opinions from their own experience. This demands, however, that they be very
familiar with the system being evaluated [Sarodnick & Brau 2006].
When creating a questionnaire, the fundamental choice is between two options:
Depending on the information required, it is possible to use either a custom-made
questionnaire or a standardized questionnaire. If you want to analyze the target group or
if the intention is to survey perceptions of the properties of a prototype or of a website, it
is useful to craft a different questionnaire for these different sets of questions in each
case. On the other hand, if the aim to achieve a conclusive and comparable assessment of
the usability of the website on the basis of the perceptions/impressions of users,
standardized questionnaires should be used.
In the usability field, it is possible to choose between various different standardized
questionnaires, all of which aim to check aspects of usability. Because each of these
questionnaires has a different focus, before choosing one it should be clear who it is
aimed at, and the information required must also be decided. Standardized questionnaires
pose questions relating to various criteria for usability. They use DIN ISO 9241, for
example, which has defined the different principles for human-machine interaction.
These include, among other things, ‘‘compliance with expectations”, “suitability for the
task” and “self-descriptiveness”. Standardized questionnaires are used either in full or in
part depending on requirements, but it is not possible to make any changes to them. In
addition, questionnaires are also used in connection with usability tests in order to gain an
overall assessment of a product [Burmester 2003].
The most important questionnaires which already exist in connection with usability tests
are:
AttrakDiff
WUI (Web Usability Index)
QUIS
SUMI
ISONorm 110
ISOMetrics
WAMMI
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The questionnaire whieh is used for Knowledgeworld is heavily based on WAMMI,
which is presented in detail below.

5.1.2 (WAMMI (Website Analysis and MeasureMent Inventory)
WAMMI is a questionnaire which enables measurement of the quality of use of
w^ebsites from the point of view of the user [WAMMI consortium 2002]. It was
developed by the “Human Factors Research Group” at Cork University in Ireland. The
following aspects were listed by the developers as the purpose of the questionnaire
[Kirakowski 1998]:

WAMMI evaluation:
'r-

measures user-reactions to the examined website (benchmarking)

r-

benchmarks the examined website relative to other websites in our international
standardized database.

r'

generates objective data for your management in an easy-to-read digital report.

'p'

analyses qualitative comments and reactions to your website from visitors.

'r-

interprets quantitative and qualitative data to determine what to improve and
how much to invest.
I'he questionnaire consists of 20 items, which are assigned to two subscales. The

statements represent the constructs “efficiency”, “emotion”, “help and support”,
“controllability” and “learnability”, with the verbal anchors: “Agree” or “Disagree”.

The questionnaire is fully standardized and is available in many different
languages (e.g. English, German, Italian, Spanish, French, etc.) [Riebeck 2005]. To
supplement the evaluation of the scale values, a so-called Item Consensual Analysis
(ICA) can also be performed. This involves comparing the response patterns identified
for a piece of software at the item level with the response patterns from a
“standardization database”, which represents a “generic software standard”. This
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identifies whieh items provide a better or worse evaluation of the software than the
standard.
Another variant of the ICA is recommended for detailed analysis of problems.
This involves performing an initial WAMMI analysis using a sample of 12 people, and
creating an interview plan based on the ICA results. Subsequently, selected users are
interviewed to find causes for the deviations from the standard which were identified
in the first step.

T he quality criteria of the WAMMI questionnaire have been tested in various
different studies [Sauro and Lewis 2012]. The reliability of the scales can be described
as good, fhe validity of the assessments made using WAMMI has been tested in field
and laboratory studies, sometimes only in field studies, fhe results show, among other
things, that the questionnaire is capable of differentiating between various different
word-processing and data systems with a different level of ergonomic quality and
between programs with a graphical and character-based user interface [Kirakowski
1998; Kirakowski 2001J.
The use of the questionnaire and the analysis of the data are described in an
extensive manual, which also describes the theoretical background and the
development of the method. Special analysis software is available for analyzing the
data. The time required to complete the questionnaire is given as 10 minutes. If the
users have no previous experience of the software which is to be evaluated, additional
time is required for introduction, training and working through usage scenarios,
totalling at least 20 minutes to over an hour, depending on the complexity of the
software [Kirakowski 1998].
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5.2 Evaluation questionnaire and results
5.2.1 Questionnaire for the “Knowledgeworld” based on WAMMI
The questions were presented to 21 German students from the media
department. Beforehand, each user had to upload a document to the system with all
characterization aspects, e.g. topic allocation, and attempt to find this document using
the various different search options. The relationships between the uploaded
documents and other objects are shown graphically in the various different modules of
the application. There will be some users who recognize this as added value and
others who do not notice it at ail.
WAMM Questionnaire:
:5rrongly
Agree

Statements 1 -10 of 20

This web site has much that is of interest to me.
It is difficult to move around this web site.
I can quickly find what I want on this web site.
This web site seems logical to me.
This web site needs more introductory explanations.
The pages on this web site are very attractive.
I feel in control when I'm using this web site.
This web site is too slow.
This web site helps me find what I am looking for.
Learning to find my way around this web site is a problem.
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Strongl j,(■
.Agree

Statements 11 - 20 of 20

I don’t like using this web site.
I can easily contactthe people I wantto on this web site.
I feel efficient when I'm using this web site.
It is difficult to tell if this web site has what I want.
Using this web site forthe first time is easy.
This web site has some annoying features.
Remembering where I am on this web site is difficult.
Using this web site is a waste of time.
I get what I expect when I click on things on this web site.
Everything on this web site is easy to understand.

How important for you is the kind of web site you have just been rating?

O Extremely important
O Important
O Not very important
O Not important at all

How would you rate your internet skills and knowledge?

O Very experienced

and technical

O I'mi good but not very technical

O I can cope with most of the internet
O I find the internet difficult to use

Further questions (open text):
• What part of this web site do you find most interesting or useful?
• What do you think is the best aspect of this web site, and why?
• Is there anything you think is missing from this web site?
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5.2.2 Evaluation results based on WAMMI
Web Site: www.publikationen.h-da.de
Client Name: Academic WAMMI
Data collection period: April 01, 2012 - April 18, 2012
Number of Responses Analysed: 21
Date of Analysis: April 18,2012
Database used: International General Database 2012 (313 surveys)
Gender: 10 female, 11 male
Age: between 22 -33, average age = 25
Students: media

Report Contents:
Result 1: The Global Usability Score (GUS) is 50.86
90-1
80-1
7060-P
50

40-S
30-1
20-1
10-1
Mean:
Scale:

55.1
Attractiveness

57.7
Controllability

53.5
Efficiency

47.9
Helpfulness

42.5
Learnability

Figure 90: Graphical profile of WAIMIVII results. The scales for
“helpfulness” and “learnability” are negative
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**How to read the graplf (Fig. 90):
The graphical pro file is the most important part of the WAMMl report. It shows
the average values your site gets for the five WAMMl scales: Attractiveness,
Controllability, Efficiency, Helpfulness, and Learnahility. The Global Usability Score
(GUS) is a weighted composite of statements from each of the five scales [Keevil
1998]. If the web site is above the average (50) for any scale according to the
database this is indicated by a green bar extending upwards from the '50' line. If the
site has scored below average on a scale, this is indicated by a red bar extending
downwards from the '50' line. If the bar is below 30 or above 70 this means that your
site is exceptional on that scale.
^'Explanation of the WAMMl Scales^:

Attractiveness
An Attractive site is visually pleasant, and also offers much of direct interest to
the respondents, whether it be functionality or information.

Controllability
If a site scores well on Controllability the respondents most probably feel they
can navigate around it with ease and do the things they want to do. Poor usually
means a poorly organised site that disrupts the way they normally expect to do things.

Efficiency
When respondents give a high Efficiency rating they feel they can quickly locate
and do what is of interest to them in a effective and economical manner. They feel that
the web site responds (possibly, the pages load) at a reasonable speed.

From Wammi Report
From Wammi Report
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Helpfulness
A site which is high on Helpfulness corresponds with the respondents'
expectations about its content and structure. A site low on Helpfulness can be
misleading about

its layout and content.

Learnability
When Learnability is high, respondents feel they are able to start using the site
with the minimum of introductions. Everything is easy to understand from the
start. When Learnability is low, re.spondents feel that the site may be using
concepts or terminolog}> which are unfamiliar. More explanations are needed.

Global Usability Score (GUS)
Global Usability centres round the concepts that a site must make it ea.sy for
respondents to access what they need or want from the site, that there is a good,
understandable level of organisation, and that the site 'speaks the respondents
language' and meets their expectations ".
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Result 2: Statement Analysis

Respondents' reitings, statement by statement
(0% = same as database average)

More
Agreement

This web site seems logical to me.
It is difficult to tell if this web site has what I want.

This web site has some annoying features.
I can easily contact the people I want to on this web site.
This web site needs more introductory explanations.
Using this web site is a waste of time.
I can quickly find what I want on this web site.
This web site helps me find what I am looking for.
I don't like using this web site.
This web site has much that is of interest to me.
It is difficult to move around this web site.
The pages on this web site are very attractive.

Remembering where I am on this web site is difficult.
Learning to find my way around this web site is a problem.
I get what I expect when I click on things on this web site.
This web site is too slow.
Everything on this web site is easy to understand.
Using this web site for the first time is easy.
I feel efficient when I'm using this web site.

Figure 91: Graphical profile of the WAIMIVII results. The longer the
red or green bar, the greater the difference.
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**How to read the diagranf

This diagram tells how the respondents have rated the site on each of the
WAMMI statements. If the bar to the right of the statement is green that means you're
okay - the respondents are more in favour of the site. If it's red, that means you may
have a problem there. Rather than trying to interpret everything at once, take two or
three statements from the top of the list you think you should act on to improve the site
[Riebeck, Marcel 2005][WAMMI 2012].

What do the green or red bars mean?
The green bars indicate those statements on which the site was rated more
favourably than the sites in the WAMMI database. The red bars indicate those
statements on which the site was rated less favourably than the sites in the WAMMI
database.

What does the length of the green or red bar indicate?
The length of the bar indicates by how much respondents agree or disagree with
the statement, in comparison to the profiles in our database. The longer the bar, the
greater the difference. (100% indicates maximum agreement or disagreement possible
with the statement.)

Results:
1) Strengths: There are no major strengths for this web site.
2) Weaknesses

-

severe: There are no severe w’caknesses in this web site.

3) Weaknesses: moderate.
Visitors think that...

•

It is difficult to tell if this web site has what I want.

•

This web site needs more introductory explanations.

•

I don't like using this web site.

From Wammi Report
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•

This web site is too slow.

•

1 feel in control when Tm using this web site.

•

Remembering where I am on this web site is difficult.

•

Everything on this web site is easy to understand.

”

**Result 3: Responses to (2 sets) offixed questions^
Sell: How important for you is the kind of web site you have just been rating?

Choice

Number of respondents

Extremely important

1 (4%)

I would need it sometimes

15 (71%)

Not very important

2(9%)

I would never need it

3(14%)

Globa! Usability
Score (GUS)

1

57.00
56.40

■
■

47.50
23.33

Table 2: For 75% of the respondents the web site is important.

How to read the table
The table above shows the number of respondents in each category of response
to the fixed-choice question, including those whose response cannot he categorised.
The percentage of respondents in each category is also .shown. The bar graph displays
this percentage visually, and to the right, the Global Usability Score (GUS) for each
category is showm.

”

From Wammi Report
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Mean t aling for each of the WAMMl scales

Choice
Attractiveness

Controllability

Efficiency

Helpfulness

Learnability

Extremely important

77.00

87.00

71.00

24.00

30.00

I would need it sometimes

63 00

61.73

57.07

54.73

48.00

Not very important

51.50

49.50

53.00

51.50

33.50

I would never need it

10.67

33.00

30.00

19.33

25.33

Table 3: The best rated categories are “attractiveness”, “controllability” and “efficiency”.

^^How to read the table^
The table further expands table 2. Now, for each response category, the WAMMl
profile is shown so you can see how each category of respondent rates the site on all
the WAMMl scales.

Set2: How would you rate your internet skills and knowledge?
Global Usability
Score (GUS)

Choice

Niiitiber of respondents

Expert or
professional

10(47%)

55.60

Above average

8 (38%)

49.62

Some basic
knowledge

3(14%)

Very poor

0(0%)

■

38.33
0.00

Table 4: The participants are a selected group out of media students, who actually should have
some internet expertise.

How to read the table
The table 4 shows the number of respondents in each category of response to the
fixed-choice question, including those whose response cannot he categorised. The
percentage of respondents in each category is also shown. The bar graph displays this
percentage visually, and to the right, the Global Usability Score (GUS) for each
category is shown.

”

From Wammi Report
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Mean rating for each of the WAMMI scales

Choice
Attractiveness

Controllability

Efficiency

Helpfulness

Learnability

Expert or
professional

55.50

69.60

56,00

46.70

52.90

Above average

60,12

49.62

55.12

49.50

36.25

Some basic
knowledge

40.33

39.33

40 67

47.67

24.67

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

0.00

Very poor

Table 5: Correlation of categories to respondents internet skills.

to read the table
The table further expands table 4. Ncnv, for each response category, the WAMMI
profde is shown so you can see how each category of respondent rates the site on all
the WAMMI scales.

Result 4: Numeric summary of WAMMI results
Scale

Mean

Standard Dev.

Attractiveness

55.10

29.33

Controllability

57.67

35.04

Efficiency

53.48

29.45

Helpfulness

47.90

28.51

Learnability

42.52

29.41

Global Usability Score

50.86

26.50

Table 6: A reasonable value for the standard deviation is 20.00. The results differ significantly
from the standard.

How to read the table
WAMMI scores are expressed as percentiles which means that a score of 50, for
instance, represents the average score for the scale: 50% of the websites will get a
score of less than 50, and 50% of websites will get a score of 50 or more. A score of
70 represents the 70th percentile: 70%o of the websites will get a score of less than 70,
and 30% will get a score of 70 or higher. So the higher the scores, the more usable the
website is.

”
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Standard Deviation:
The standard deviation expresses the amount of variability in your data. For this
kind of data, a reasonable value for the standard deviation is 20.00 [Web Analytics
Association 2008]. If all respondents are agreed on their evaluations of the web site,
the standard deviations will be smaller. If the respondents have divergent opinions, the
standard deviations will be much greater. Standard deviations over 30 suggest you
have two or more groups of respondents with very different opinions about the
usability of your web site. It is not uncommon to find that the standard deviations are
larger for some scales than for others. This indicates that there are differences in the
amount of agreement between respondents about these scales.’'

Result 5: Responses to open text questions
•

Question I: What part of this weh site do you find most interesting or useful?

•

Question 2: What do you think is the best aspect of this weh site, and why?

•

Question 3: Is there anything you think is missing from this weh site ? ”

Result 6: Visitor profiles of WAMMI scales
Kesponaeni
ID

Attractiveness

1

94

2

10

3

31

4

67

5

1
1

Controllability

Efficiency

Helpfulness

Learnability

Global
Usability
Score

94

100

89

49

85

90

51

24

59

46

20

19

25

14

21

70

33

20

49

51

!
1

91

31

63

91

65

6

88

i

94

72

79

85

83

7

57

65

72

65

81

68

8

10

5

11

15

4

9

9

89

48

47

51

59

58

10

37

19

45

13

14

25

11

57

81

25

79

35

55
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12

89

79

100

88

78

86

13

54

87

80

73

62

71

14

9

5

6

14

18

10

15

45

61

45

22

14

37

16

52

33

69

45

26

45

17

47

7

14

22

4

18

18

87

90

79

88

79

84

19

12

4

28

19

13

15

20

77

87

71

24

30

57

21

94

94

88

75

58

81

:

!

Table 7: There is a small group of respondents who are giving uncharacteristic responses. In particular,
the participants 6 and 14 are out of the ordinary.

Result 7: Descriptive statistics
The results of the evaluation was further ealculated by using the software IBM SPSS
Statistics 20 (http://vvww-01.ibm.eom/software/analvtics/spss/produets/statisties/). The
boxplot represents the most important graphical presentation for descriptive statistics.

Boxplot:
The standard is a convenient way of graphically depicting groups of numerical data
through their five-number summaries: the smallest observation (sample minimum),
lower quartile (Q1), median (Q2), upper quartile (Q3), and largest observation (sample
maximum). A boxplot may also indicate which observations, if any, might be
considered outliers. Box and whisker plots are uniform in their use of the box: the
bottom and top of the box are always the 25th and 75th percentile [Hartung 2009].
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100-

upper whisker
80-

upper quartiie (Q3)

60-

median (Q^Z) = 55,0

40-

lower quartiie (Ql)
20-

lower whisker

GUS

Figure 92: The value of the median is 55,0 and thereby significantly higher than the average.

Boxplots display differences between populations without making any
assumptions of the underlying statistical distribution: they are non-parametric. The
spacings between the different parts of the box help indicate the degree of dispersion
(spread) and skewness in the data, and identify outliers.

Any data not included between the whiskers should be plotted as an outlier with a dot,
small circle, or star, but in this case this is not done.

Cases processed
cases
valid
N
GUS

percent

21

missing
percent

N

100,0%

total

0

0,0%

N

percent
21

Table 8: All 21 participants have answered all the questions.

--------------------------------
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Descriptive statistics
statistics

GUS

standard error

50,86

average
95% confidence interval
of the average

lower limit

38,79

upper limit

62,92

5% trimmed average

51,23

median

55,00

5,783

702,329

variance
standard deviation

26,501

minimum

9

maximum

86

wingspread

77

interquartile range

53

skew
kurtosis

-,217

,501

-1,286

,972

Table 9: The value of the median is the most meaningful value of the statistic.

Extreme values
case number

GUS

largest values

smallest values

value

1
2

12

86

1

85

3

18

84

4

6

83

5

21

81

1
2

8

9

14

10

3

19

15

4

17

18

5

3

21

Table 10: The smallest GUS values are 9 and 10 - the largest are 85 and 86.
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Tablel 1: By deleting step by step low GUS, the GUS and web site acceptance grows continuously.
80
10

60
SO
I GUS

JO

1^.11(11 ipjntv

10

10

100

90

SO

70

60

Participants %
Figure 93: Additional graphic to table 8. Result: > 50% of the respondents claim the website for
much better than average.
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5.2.2 Discussion
The first evaluation reaehes only a very low Global Usability Seore (GUS) of
50,86 (Fig. 90). This average value is not representative. The most meaningful value
of the statistie is the median showing 55,0. There are widely differing values between
9 and 85, but no outliers (Fig. 92, page 136). By looking eloser to the results of the
respondents, it is noticeable, that there are two main negative results (Table 10, page
137). With a GUS of 9 and 10 they stand in total contrast to the positive results of
respondents 1, 12, 18 with a GUS of 85, 86 and 84. Because of this immense contrast
the GUS gets modified in total.

But finally especially the negative results may give answers where and how the
web-site needs improvement. By deleting step by step low GUS ( Fable 11), the GUS
grows continuously. 80 % of the participants have a GUS of 60 and about 60 % of the
participants have a GUS of 70. i'his means that 50% of the respondents claim the
website for much better than average (Fig. 93, page 138). Of course it is not to expect
that all users of one website have the same background of experience and knowledge.
The rating of the participants according to their internet skills and knowledge give
useful information. Nevertheless the negative results surprise, because the participants
are a selected group out of media students, who actually should have some internet
expertise.

5.2.3 Result
The test-scenario with all given features (upload, screening, context-information,
net-navigator) gave useful results. The majority of participants reviewed the website
positive. Singular extreme results should not be seen as an error. They show, that users
react differently to complex information. Therefore further evaluations should explore
the given features in detail [Lambrix 2007]. The potential of full length publications
and additional relevant context-information is not identified by a small group of users.
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The given additional benefit is not recognized. The needs of this group should be
analyzed furthermore.

Possibly a personalized interface might help. Also more prospective content will
push the value of the web-side for each user-group. The evaluations of features like
history function or net-navigator etc. vary strongly, therefore an usability test should
be executed. Possibly the user favours a further developed positioning or accentuation
of the layout-elements. It is very important, that all users recognize the main
supporting- and navigation elements. Furthermore it is quite evident, that a significant
number of participants require more helping options and descriptions.

The introductory text of the homepage does not reveal every possibility of the
portal. Therefore short introduction videos which show how to surf, upload and how to
use the net-navigator could help immensely. In contrast to the small group, which has
difficulties in dealing with cross-linked topics, there is a significant group, which
embraces even more features, topics and context-information [Martin 2008]. The
crucial question is now: how is it possible to reach technically not accomplished users
and expand the range of features for power-users at the same time?

6. Future Work to

6.1 Evaluate Knowledge World
Having been fed with a primary selection of topics and documents, a fully
functional and comprehensive knowledge-management platform has now been put at
the disposal of the university. The natural sciences and engineering subject areas are
well modelled. For other areas, such as the social sciences, topics are made available
via the keyword catalogue. Overall, the topics provided will not be sufficient to be
able to adequately tag all scientific articles and all relevant theses with relevant
keywords [Kipp 2006]. With the introduction of the system in the everyday life of the
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university, it will quickly become clear which areas need more work as a result of the
new topics suggested by colleagues and students. Once these topic areas are identified,
this need can then be satisfied by importing other ontologies or thesauruses. By
merging and mapping completely different ontologies, a complete ontology is created
that remains inhomogeneous in terms of relational density and object depth. Analysis
of the complete ontology and its classification is a prerequisite for optimum
maintenance. To this end, performance indicators should be determined for the
following cases (amongst others):
Relational density according to relation types
Key topics of the h_da (equivalents in the ontology yes/no)
Object depth
Language variants
Synonyms

6.2 Quality
fhe topic areas of h_da Knowledge World originate from very different
sources, including various thesauruses, keyword catalogues and new topics suggested
by its users. A natural consequence of this is that the quality of the content of the topic
network varies greatly depending on how well a researched area is covered by the
sources. Particularly problematic are topical areas with various overlapping sources, as
well as those for which there is no detailed systematic classification [International
Organization for Standardization 2009].

It is obvious that a consistent topic network which is intended to cover the
diverse range of topics throughout the entire university can only be achieved with a
certain degree of editorial effort and a certain level of quality assurance [Kern et al.
2010] [Gliklich et al. 2010]. It is also equally clear that the amount of time and effort
that can be spent on this task is severely limited. Looking forward, a workstation
dedicated to editing the topic network must ensure that attention is drawn to those
cases and topical areas in which editing is likely to be necessary [Bdhnstedt 2011].
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One task for the near future is to investigate and systematise the actual
weaknesses of the h_da topic network, at least on a sample basis. The aim here is to
develop criteria which can be used to identify errors and indicators that point towards
possible weaknesses and incomplete coverage of certain topical areas [Meilicke 2007 ].
All of the characteristics and information contained within the semantic network can
be used towards this end, as well as accessible external sources, where appropriate.
Performance indicators no doubt exist that would allow' evaluation of the topic
network’s quality in terms of its relevant characteristics.

To this end, special expert searches in the K-infmity editing system must be
configured to locate certain suspicious patterns and to determine performance
indicators. These searches should be optimised and evaluated in terms of their quality
(precision and recall). Phis should be accompanied by newly devised operations that
allow corrections to be carried out efficiently, so that just one interaction is required to
manipulate similar instances in which weaknesses occur.
The results of the analyses and the concepts devised should be incorporated
into a prototype for a Web-based tool for editorial revision of the topic network.
Criteria for assessing the conceptual and experimental work and the prototype could
include the following:

■

Can meaningful expert searches be carried out in the semantic network
with a reasonable level of effort?

■

Are all localised error types covered by this as far as possible?

■

What effect does a comparison with external sources (Wiki-Idea) have?

■

Can the German language be used to automatically obtain accurate
translations in multiple European languages via external sources?

■

What adequate and necessary conditions must an editorial concept
satisfy in order to clearly and efficiently support the quality assurance
of the topic network?
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6.3 Future tasks
6.3.1 User interface design and interaction
h_da Knowledge World will rely on authors uploading their publications
themselves and assigning these publications to relevant topics. In order to support this
classification, a kind a basic index of topics is currently provided: the author enters a
possibly incomplete topic name (option

truncation using

and the system then

provides matches in the topic name or synonyms describing the topics, from which the
author makes a selection that classifies his publication. This method has the advantage
that the input process is simple and clearly structured. However, it has the
disadvantage that many characteristics of the network which could support the quality
of the topic classification (indexing) are not used.
fhe system may therefore contain terms which may be more specific and
which could be a better match, without the user being made aware of these choices,
fhe system also contains related terms which likewise could be a better match than the
entry initially selected by the user [Memmel et al. 2008]. The system also contains
documents which have been indexed in an identical or similar way to the current
doeument. Identifying these documents could give the user an idea of which other
topics he should sensibly name in order to distinguish his own from other documents
[Rashmi 2005].

This begs the question of what type of user interfaee design and what type of
interaetion could be implemented to support the user during the indexing proeess [
Nigam et al. 2000][Shilad et al. 2006]. A variety of different solutions to this
have been suggested, studied and even implemented.

Another future task will be to examine and evaluate the options already known
and, if possible, also to develop separate ideas [Knorz, G. 2004]. On this basis, a
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prototype should be developed whieh must be assessed aeeording to the following
criteria:

■ Does the prototype satisfy the basic needs pertaining to all of the
information available?
■ Can the necessary information be acquired efficiently using the system?
■ The user should not first have to find out what to do with the information
suggested to him. Is it obvious what is expected of him?
■

Is it fair to assume that the quality of the resulting indexing will be
better?

6.2.2 Expert tasks
The search for persons or facilities with a particular competency profile (expert
search) is a prominent functionality within knowledge management systems. When
using this functionality, searches should be configured, optimised and rated in KInfmity. At the same time, it is important to address the issue of where and how these
searches and their results are to be made available to the various target groups.

Example of a context search: A personal profile is called up and the ensuing
search also produces a context box alongside the personal profile, displaying
colleagues from the department.

Expert search task - A prominent sub-function of knowledge management
systems is the “expert search”: find me someone who knows about a particular subject.
The world of knowledge wants to make competence and expertise in the fields of
research and teaching accessible. Students are looking for professors that might be
suitable acting supervisors for student papers within a particular topic area; professors
are looking for colleagues to be cooperative partners for courses or projects; and
companies are looking for professors or facilities as points of contact for final
dissertations that are yet to be assigned, or for questions surrounding research and
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development. This list is not meant to be exhaustive: whieh target groups are
interested in information that can be satisfied by means of an expert search? It is to
clarify where and how the target group can be '‘collected”. On which pages of the
website or intranet? Using which format (text, form, small box). What sort of results
are the target groups looking for?

Prototypical demonstration:
Where and how are users offered interaction opportunities that are based on these
searches? What are the unavoidable weaknesses, and why? What effect does quality
have, and what determines new searches?

Criteria for rating a new prototype:
•

Have the developed searches have been realized efficiently within the semantic
web?

•

Are target groups collected from the location they are found in? This applies to
the information location (e.g. the correct page of the h_da website), the type and
extent of presentation of the information, and the interactions that are expected
by users.

•

Is it apparent to users that the information service they are receiving is specific
and well delivered?
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7. Enhancing the Knowledge World with wikis

7.1. Demand for Wikis
The maintenance and the expansion of the fundamental ontology "h_da topics",
which can be seen as the heart of the system, should be given particular attention in
the future. If searched topics for an article are not present, or if topics are insufficiently
linked with one another, then this will have an immediate effect on the acceptance of
the entire system. Maintenance of the topic area is essential for the system to remain
attractive for an academic context in the future, too. In order to achieve this, it is
necessary to design as many automatic or semi-automatic processes as possible for
maintaining and expanding the system IWartena 2010j [Euzenat et al. 2006]. This
includes regular topic updates of the original ontologies FIZ-technic and h_da library
[FIZ-Theausaurus 2012]. The result of this is that h_da topics also performs a merging

and mapping update and is thus kept up to date [Marchese et al. 2008].
In spite of the updates, many newly proposed topics for tagging articles and
theses will not appear in h_da topics, and will therefore exist initially without any
further linking. The aim must therefore be to create a significant, logical semantic link
between all newly proposed topics and the existing terms in h_da topics. I'his will
likely lead to better semantic search results, not only for new topics but overall.

7.2 Comparison of newly proposed topics with external
sources
In order to achieve this, the aim is to perform a direct comparison with an
external, free and fast-growing ontology, in which it can be expected that new topics
will quickly be proposed and will subsequently be discussed by an international
community and internally linked. One international reference ontology which lends
itself to this is Wikipedia [Krizhanovsky 2010], as it has been shown that not only
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general topics but also specialist scientific terms are represented here in sufficient
depth and with detailed descriptions in the content [Weld &Wu 2008]. There will
likely be good matches for technical and scientific terms here. However, it must be
expected that other fields such as social sciences or economics will increasingly see
newly coined words which are not connected to a nomenclature. Many of these 'soft'
new topic proposals can, with the necessary background knowledge, very probably be
assigned to an existing topic as a new synonym. Some of the newly coined words will
in the future actually be considered to be distinct concepts. In addition to newly coined
words, articles will also be tagged with abbreviations [Borgida et al. 2003]. In order to
solve this problem in part, a comparison of newly proposed topics with the ontology of
the DUDEN publishing company could be conducted [Melina & Reichenberger et al.
2002]. The Duden publishing company is the largest centre of competence in the
German-speaking world and has an elaborately updated ontology of all German terms
and synonyms. The database contains more than 500,000 topics and is designed to
filter out linguistic relationships. A cooperation has already been offered by the Duden
publishing company, which likewise maintains its database using K-Infmity and
generates 260 new book releases from it annually.
The comparison of newly proposed h_da topics with the corresponding topics
in Wikipedia leads in the first instance to the following realisation: is the topic already
a real term which is used, or perhaps a newly coined word? If the compared topic
already exists, then the obvious thing is to examine the content recorded for it on
Wikipedia for categories and linked topics and to use these for independently
networking the new h_da topics [Wu & Hoffmann & Weld 2008]. Moreover, the
majority of Wikipedia topics are stored in multiple languages [Hepp & Siorpaes &
Bachlechner 2007]. The language versions here are not translations of a main
language, however, but rather are independent of one another. It may therefore be the
case that a description in German contains more links than an English one and vice
versa.

A multilingual approach has the advantages of achieving a greater depth of
linking and also of extracting linguistic synonyms in order subsequently to
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complement the translations of the h_da ontology. This would provide the universities
with an ontology which exists initially in bilingual form in all scientifie and technical
fields and could make an important eontribution to eooperation between European
universities.

8.3 Solution and requirements:

ereation of a hybrid system for the maintenanee and further development
of h_da Knowledge World
open for new applications/document types
open for new topic areas
open for new user groups
the topic network 'h_da topic' should meet the requirements of the
departments
consistent, controlled quality
internally consistent data seheme
multilinugally conceived topic network: initially German/English
regular topic updates from cheeked sources
comparison of newly proposed topics with external sources and
automatic networking with recognised topics already present
semi-automatie proposal scheme for classifying language versions and
abbreviations as synonyms

7.4 Validation of newly proposed topics by comparison with
external resources
Uploading theses and internationally published artieles produces the following
initial situation. Not all of the necessary keywords for tagging the documents also have
equivalent topics available in h_da topics. These keywords are set up as 'new topies'
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in the ontology 'h_da Knowledge World'. As a result, all documents can be fully
tagged.

)
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/

/
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X-m
llrr^rnetrecht

^ IData security

^Datenqualitat

—a
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■S
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TSQL

im

[~^^xtended Social Media Shopping Experience

Figure 94: Typical example of newly proposed topics, of which some English topics obviously
already have their equivalents in the German topic network and must therefore be entered as
linguistic synonyms. The majority, however, do not exist in a foreign-language version in h_da
topics.

Over time, a large number of newly proposed topics accumulate under the
topic node 'new topics', which are not validated and are not connected to any other
topics in the topic network. Each of these 'new topics' has one or more relations with
available documents. Moreover, the proposed topics are already available in two
different languages and in many cases also as abbreviations. Fig. 94 shows a
schematic drawing of a recent extract of proposed topics. It is obvious that some topics
can be classified as synonyms of topics which already exist. It is also noticeable that
very new topics from the English-speaking world, such as 'smartphone', have been
incorporated into the German language. In principle, only those topics are represented
in h_da topics which also have a real relationship to a book or to another publication.
If there has until now been no article on Facebook, then there is also no corresponding
'facebook topic' in the network.
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A comparison with corresponding search terms in Wikipedia [Orlandi &
Passant 2010] must first evaluate the categories and links of the first section of the
description and second perform this process automatically for the second language
variety to be validated. Searching through further sections of the Wikipedia
descriptions is less worthwhile [Ponzetto & Strube 2007], because too many references
are generated, which cannot be put into any meaningful context without the
corresponding test [Gligorov 2007].

^Smartphone *

^

smartphone

feature phone
Java ME
operating system Uy
prozessor
memory
ijd
Mobiltelefon
■■
Personal Digital S ■■
Assistant (PDA)
Apps
Android Apple

^Data security
topics
^Konsumverhalten

\\

.

\

1.^

^acebook Ijfel ™

^

\X'

'' i

Wikipedia
The Free EncytTopedia

Facebook
social network service
social network
liy
Webseite
■■
soziales Netzwerk
*

^Klimakiller

Figure 95: Results of a comparison of the newly proposed topics 'smartphone' and 'Facebook'
with the first section of the description in Wikipedia, and extraction of the linked topics from the
English and German versions of the description.

The comparison of the Wikipedia equivalents not only generates important
relationships with relevant terms in German and English but also provides all of the
synonyms of the core term. If identical terms are found in Wikipedia, as in Figure 94,
the 'new topics' which initially were only proposed can then be transferred with their
synonyms and relations to 'h_da topics'. Furthermore, existing topics could be
expanded with the linguistie synonyms additionally found. Topies found which are not
unambiguous - such as 'apple' or 'android', for example, which could also be referring
to a company or
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to a product respectively - must be excluded for the time being. The fact is that not all
relations represented in Wikipedia can be used [Lin & Krizhanovsky 2011]. Overall,
linking the topics from the first section of the description in Wikipedia will lead to a
significantly better definition of the h_da data [Herbelot & Copestake 2006].

8. Summary and Outlook
With the growth of the World Wide Web and the use of web applieations,
ontologies have not only grown significantly in importance but their scope and
conceptual depth are rapidly taking on dimensions that can no longer be controlled
manually. Mapping, or the combination of different ontologies by m.eans of relations,
is the eurrent state-of-the-art in ereating links through semi-automated processes. It
functions well if very similar ontologies are involved and is significantly more
difficult in the case of multidisciplinary or multilingual ontologies, fhis also applies to
matching, or searching for compatible components in a number of different ontologies
[Gollapalli & Li 2011]. Here there are various approaches, such as the hybrid
approach, for achieving satisfactory results. Merging, i.e. the amalgamation of two
ontologies, is also highly sophisticated today. Depending on the objeetive, this usually
results in a new, third ontology. On the one hand, this method presents an advantage if
a more general ontology is to be combined with a specialist ontology. On the other
hand, the newly created ontology can also develop in its own direction, without
jeopardising the internal consistencies of the original ontologies.

None of the methods can be carried out in a fully automated manner. The
degree of difficulty involved in merging ontologies is largely dependent on the quality
of the original ontologies. The data schema must always be analysed before merging
in order to avoid any resulting problems.

One major problem is that important and intrinsically identical terms are either
not mapped or even merged with one another due to linguistic variants or differing
designations [Espinoza, Gomez-Perez & Mena 2008]. When users do not find the
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relationships they expect, acceptance and quality suffer. The mapping of semantic
relations with related terms is also still in its infancy. Integrating semantic
relationships will generate the greatest added value for scientific and social networks
in the years ahead. There is also a large discrepancy, in terms of the quality of the data,
between the requirements placed on scientific ontologies and those used in a social
context [Pinkwart et al. 2009].

Precise terminological designations are essential for ontologies used by
universities, where the specialist vocabulary must be of sufficiently high quality to
ensure that topics are linked with professional articles, for example. Specialist terms
are also continually created in this case, which only specialists are able to understand
and place in their correct context. Preservation of quality and internal consistency, as
well as providing a sufficient number of relationships to meet user expectations, pose
the greatest challenges in the maintenance of ontologies used for scientific purposes.
Semantic technologies are an important tool for developing structured
knowledge, for linking all types of content sources and making them available for
evaluation. Knowledge is thereby developed through a network of topical terms,
which, in themselves, are interrelated [Scholl et al 2009]. The academic environment
poses a special challenge for semantic knowledge development as its topic
environments are often heterogenic and expand rapidly. The essential question is:
Which topics are the focus of students and university staff and how can access to the
required data be provided in a structured manner?

By merging and mapping existing ontologies, the University of Applied
Sciences Darmstadt has access to topic network comprising more than 200,000 terms
that thematically link lectures, final papers, professional articles and internal
publications, allowing these to be evaluated [Do & Rahm 2007].

In the course of merging the ontologies to form one ontology which is the basis
for a semantically evaluable database, the references to the linked content of the
original ontologies should not be lost. My approach creates a new combined topic
landscape which nevertheless remains linked to the original ontologies. This topic
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landscape will continue to grow, firstly as a result of updates to the original ontologies,
and also as a result of new suggestions of topics for lectures, specialist articles and
theses. In addition, the entire university structure is stored in semantic objects.
Employees and students are linked to their faculties and publications. The evaluation
of semantic relationships between topics, publications and persons will provide the
university with the opportunity to build an expert database in the future.

Precise terminological designations are essential for ontologies used by
universities, where the specialist vocabulary must be of sufficiently high quality to
ensure that topics are linked with professional articles, for example. Specialist terms
are also continually created in this case, which only specialists are able to understand
and place in their correct context. Preservation of quality and internal consistency, as
well as providing a sufficient number of relationships to meet user expectations, pose
the greatest challenges in the maintenance of ontologies used for scientific purposes.
Ontologies dedicated to technology and natural sciences are already in use in
many large companies today. The benefits of providing and exchanging information,
in a web-based format independent of location, by means of ontologies are
indisputable. In contrast to the distinct commercial focus and product range of
companies, the range of topics dealt with in universities at the highest level is very
broad. The difficulties of building and maintaining an ontology are disproportionately
greater. Different meanings and interpretations of terms and abbreviations wall make
automatic matching more diffieult. In the social sciences, too, new words will
certainly evolve over time. The precise language of engineers is eonfronted by a world
of relatively loose terms [Fu & Brennan & O'Sullivan 2010]. There are as yet no
ontologies in the university sector in Germany whieh would be sufficiently
comprehensive to link all sources of knowledge in an interdiseiplinary manner, in
order to provide a real solution for everyday operation. This work will partly be
devoted to this issue, and it leads to a further eomplex problem that has not yet been
taekled, namely: How ean a complex multilingual ontology, for use in a university
eontext, be maintained with respeet to its growth, quality and consistency so that it
will meet future needs?
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8.1 Outlook
The maintenance and the expansion of the fundamental ontology "h_da topics",
which can be seen as the heart of the system, should be given particular attention in
the future. In order to achieve this, the aim is to perform a direct comparison with an
external, free and fast-growing ontology, in which it can be expected that new topics
will quickly be proposed and will subsequently be discussed by an international
community and internally linked. One international reference ontology which lends
itself to this is Wikipedia, as it has been shown that not only general topics but also
specialist scientific terms are represented here in sufficient depth and with detailed
descriptions in the content.

A multilingual approach has the advantages of achieving a greater depth of
linking and also of extracting linguistic synonyms in order subsequently to
complement the translations of the h_da ontology. This would provide the universities
with an ontology wTich exists initially in bilingual form in all scientific and technical
fields and could make an important contribution to cooperation between European
universities.
The aim is ultimately to implement a hybrid system which compares searched
topics during the search process with equivalent topics from external international
sources and automatically or semi-automatically transfers these topics to the
university's ontology.

8.2 Research Directions
1. Implementation of a hybrid system which compares searched topics during the
search process with equivalent topics from external international sources and
automatically or semi-automatically transfers these topics to the university's ontology.
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In the process, as many relations as possible should also be created with other topics in
order to expand the h_da topic network with important semantic relationships.

2. Validation of the comparison with different language versions
•

Quality audit relating to corresponding extracted topics from external sources

•

Quality audit relating to extracted master categories from external sources

•

Quality audit relating to extracted links from the first section of the description

3. Validation of the comparison with relationships between words

4. Validation of newly created semantic relations in the topic network of h_da

5. Validation of the semantic search results following integration of a hybrid
comparison and correlation with the original condition.
6. Validation of a university-wide integration in a European context

7. Discussion of the current problems and limits involved in maintaining a fast
growing ontology in a university context and the resulting prospects, opportunities
for development and challenges.
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Appendix
Original Wammi data:

'Wanmti Question 2: What part of this web site do you find most interesting or useful?’^

Respondent
ID

Comment

1

weiterfuhrende links zu fachartikeln, literatur u.a., das begriffnetz, das eine
orientierung in dem bereich ermoglicht
Die Screenhots mit den passenden Text fande ich am besten ansonsten kam mir Seite
etwas leer vor.
Suchbegriffs-Bereich, Navigationsbereich.
Suchbereich und Navigationsbereich
Das Kontextmenij auf der rechten Seite
"Fachartikel zu gleichen Themen", "Abschlussarbeiten zu gleichen Themen",
"Bibliotheksbucher zu gleichen Themen"
Bachelorarbeiten
Das Prinzip einer zentralen Publikationsplattform ist interessant.
Netnavigator
Frage ist nicht genau beantwortbar.
Die Suche
Fachbereichsdarstellungen
Die Mbglichkeit, Publikationen verschiedener Art an einem Ort zu finden.
Die Abschlussarbeiten an sich, z.B. als Orientierungshilfe.
Das Wissensnetz ist eine fur mich eher unbekannte Form der Navigierung im Internet,
damit kann man aber durchaus sehr viel machen! Daumen hoch dafur!
HINWEIS: Das Dokument dffnete sich bei mir nicht im Layout, sondern wurde
gesondert als pdf heruntergeladen &#9001 ;lnternet Explorer&#9002;.
netnavigator
Suchergebnislisten

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18

'Wammi Question 2: What do you think is the best aspect of this web site, and why?"
Respondent
ID

Comment

1

weiterfuhrende links zu fachartikeln, literatur u.a., das begriffnetz, das eine
orientierung in dem bereich ermoglicht
Die Client List fande ich lnteressant,um zu sehen,welche Unternehmen die Seite
nutzen.
Schwer zu sagen, da wenig Vertrautheit mit Website.
Navigationsbereich. Ansprechende Optik (Baumstruktur).
Das Kontextmenij, da ich die Zuordnung zu anderen Publikationen sehr praktisch
finde.
"Bibliotheksbucher zu gleichen Themen" -> So erhalt man schnell einen Uberblick zu
Fachliteratur uber das ausgewahite Thema
Die verknijpften Informationen, die man beispielsweise zu einer Person finden kann.
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8

Dazu kann ich momentan nichts sagen.

9

Ontologie
Verfugbare pdfs.
Die Moglichkeiten, die ein semantisches Netz bietet und die Strukturierung von
Wissen. Somit konnen mehr zusammenhangende Informationen prasentiert warden.
Erweiterbarkeit (auch durch Nutzer) kontinuierliche Verbesserung/Aktualisierung,
Mehrwert, usw.
Bestes Feature: Strukturiertes Anordnen und Aufrufen von Publikationen.
Die Website bietet eine zentrale Plattform, ihr Zweck ist demnach das beste Feature.
Der Verlauf hat mir in der kurzen testphase am meisten geholfen mich zurecht zu
finden
Einfache ung gut verstandliche Navigation durch die Seite
Vernetzung mit allem und jedem
Fachbereichsdarstellungen, Personensichten

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

Wammi Question 3: Is there anything you think is missing front this web site?

Respondent
ID

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17

Comment
ein einfacher link/bottom o k. zum zuruckkehren auf die zuletzt besuchte seite ware
nett
Ich finde die Farbe der Website und den Schriftzug der Seite stdrend.aber es ist
Geschmackssache.
Kann nach momentanem Kenntnissstand noch nicht beurteilt warden.
Nein.
Ein Abstract zur Publikation ware schdn.
Nein
Nein, bisher ist mir nichts aufgefallen.
Mir fehit eine ausfuhrliche Flilfe bzw. ich finde sie nicht.
nein
Mehr verfugbare pdfs fur alle Abschlussarbeiten &#10216;auch die alteren&#10217;.
noch nicht
- z.T. Verknupfungen von Themen/Bereichen untereinander - noch relativ wenig Inhalt
Nein.
Das Design konnte weniger versprengt wirken, die Navigation sollte beim Scrollen
mitwandern.
in der Aufbauphase des Netzes emfinde ich das Ul als ausreichend, fur die Perfektion
sollte da aber noch einiges gemacht warden. Das Arbeiten mit 2 Fenstern ist
suboptimal, nicht jeder hat 2 bildschirme, ich wage sogar zu behaupten, dass viele
Zugriffe von Notebooks Oder Tablets stattfinden warden. Ich konnte mir ein klar
ersichtliches Toggle vorstellen der mir zeigt dass ich mich im Netz/auf der Infoseite
befinde. Diesen Toggle klicke ich aus der Infoseite zB an und navigiere waiter. Dabei
sollten zuschaltbare Popups moglich sein mit Grundinformationen wenn ich mit dem
Mauszeiger uber einem Objekt im Netz bin. So kann man abschatzen ob sich hier ein
Blick in die Infoseite lohnt. war jetzt ein spontaner Einfall, vllt kann man da aber noch
einiges anderes machen, auf jeden fall Diskussionsbedarf.
Flilfefunktion
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